
The Genesis Order 

Walkthrough 

 
 

(Updated to V.85082) 

BY GREG87 

 



It will be updated with each release. 

 

Welcome to my walk-through of NLT Media’s game, The Genesis Order. 

 

 This walkthrough will include every aspect of the game. 

 

I hope people find this helpful and easy to follow. 

 

Talk to the City’s NPC for hints about side quests.  

 

Each update will be labeled and list what is available in that update. So you shouldn’t miss 

a thing. Example: V.02121 (6 Scenes, 2 Photos, 1 Extra) 

 

The following Key Items Legend will be updated as the game goes on. 

 

Key Items will be in a BOLD text throughout the walkthrough. 

 

Photos will be labeled in Dark Red. Example: Photo (1st).  Total  37 

 

Contact information will be labeled in Red text. Example: Receive Hannah’s contact 

information. 

 

Chest Keys and Chest locations will be labeled in Gold text. Example Hannah’s 1st Chest 

Key / Hannah’s 1st Chest. 

 

KamaSutra Pages are in Purple text. They will be labeled with the number of pages for the 

girl and the overall KamaSutra page collected in the game within the ( ). Example: 

Hannah's 1st Kamasutra Page Hand Job (1st). 

 

Total Number of Kamasutra pages available. 41 

 

Lock Picks pick-up locations will be labeled in Blue text. Example Lock Pick (1st). Total 4  

 

Gargoyles locations will be labeled in Green Text. Example Gargoyle (1st). Total 8 

 

Profiles will be labeled in Orange Text. Example Hannah’s Profile. Total 13 

 

Basic Booty Call Requirements 

Hannah - Porch Flowers and an Entry Rug. 

Erica - Porch Plants, Wall Clock. (Plus the above requirements.) 

Ella - Potted Garden Flowers, Sofa Table. (Plus the above requirements.) 

Carol - Garden Bushes, Side Table (Plus above requirements) 

Lillian - Tall Bushes, Entry Bushes, Coffee Table, Media Cabinet, Accent Chair, Sofa.  (Plus the 

above requirements.)   

Judy - Basic Renovation, Large Rug. (Plus the above requirements.) 



Nellie - Brick walkway, Yards Trees, Wall Table, Curtains, Entertainment Center (Plus the 

above requirements.)    

Kimberly - East Side Home Expansion, Kitchen Table, Refrigerator, Indoor Entry Plants, 

Window Fern. (Plus the above requirements,) 

Melissa - West Side Home Expansion, Room Plant, Trashcan, Standing Lamp. (Plus the above 

requirements.) 

Andrea - Yard Statues, Piano, (Plus the above requirements.) 

Chloe – Arcade Machine, Dart Board, (Plus, the above requirements.) 

Heather – Buy all remaining upgrades. (Plus, the above requirements.) 

 

The higher your intelligence is the more money you get when selling artifacts. 

                                 

Offering Plate  

Stone Figurine - Essence Of Medicine  

Clay Statue - Essence Of Medicine 

Clay Idol - Essence Of Medicine 

Silver Statue - Essence Of Intelligence  

Jade Figurine - Essence Of Intelligence 

Silver Figurine - Essence Of Intelligence  

Copper Idol - Essence Of Intelligence  

 

Puzzle Solutions 

 

https://www.youtube.com/@TDavyAfterDark 

 

As for now let’s enjoy.  

 

The Genesis Order 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V. 021201  
(6 Scenes, 2 Photos, 1 Extra) 

 

Starting the game you can rename the MC if you so wish. Once you name the MC ( William 

Canmore ) click ok and watch the opening scene. 

 

Scene 1 

 

David will chat with you before you head into Melissa’s Office. 

 

You will chat with Melissa, then head over to Eve Cathedral. 

 

You will meet Chloe as she comes out of Eve Cathedral. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/@TDavyAfterDark


You will head inside and chat with Father Solomon and Sister Judy. Follow Sister Judy to the 

storeroom. 

 

Scene 2 

 

You acquire the Oracle of the Seraph. 

 

As you enter the Eve Cathedral lobby, you will meet your guardian angel ( Hint Girl ) Arianna. 

 

Receive a text message from Heather about your new house. 

 

Once you're outside Eve Cathedral Arianna will show up and explain a couple of things.  

 

Head to your Home on the map and meet Heather.   

 

As Heather leaves, Arianna will once again check in with you and make sure you understand a 

couple of things. 

 

Head to Rays’ Farm and knock on the door to the house.  

 

Scene 3 

 

As you leave the house Arianna will show up again and chat. 

 

Now head over to Wilkes Mansion and meet up with Melissa. 

 

Scene 4 

 

After you leave Wilkes Mansion head to the Apartments to find Erica standing outside talking to 

some guy. 

 

You will escort Erica to the station to meet with Melissa.  

 

Scene 5 

 

After walking Erica out of the station, head over to Heather’s house and go inside.  

 

After dinner, you, Hannah, and Chloe will head to the Strip Center to hang out. You all head into 

the XXX shop, operated by a familiar face. Chloe will tell a story of her past. 

 

Scene 6  

 

After the story, the girls will head home for the night.  

 

Talk to the guy standing out of Dick’s Grill (Green Marker over his head). 

 



Head to your house and click on your mailbox to receive your 1st paycheck of $150. 

 

Now that you have some money head to the shop and buy the Shovel  ($50). 

 

Now that you have a shovel, head to the forest to find the guy’s missing Stone Figurine. 

 

You might not find it in the exact spot as shown below, so just walk around until you find one. 

You might also find some Clay Statues and Clay Idols as well. These items will be placed in 

your treasure chest that appears in your inventory. 

 
 

Head back to the Strip Center and return the Stone Figurine to the guy for a reward of $200. 

 

Go back into the XXX Shop and you can buy some Lisa Stonewell Porn for $100. (Extra #1). 



 
In the Shop, you can buy Photos (1st) and (2nd). ($100 each). 

 

 
 

End of V.02121 - (2% Total) 

(6 Scenes, 2 Photos, 1 Extra) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



V.04122 - (4% Total) 

(3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 Outfit, 1 Booty Call, 1 KS Page)  
 

You will start this update by waking up in your bedroom with Arianna. You will also get a text 

from Heather.  

 

Head over to the XXX Shop to meet with Tasha for some more information about Madalyn. 

 

Tasha is at the Warehouse picking up a shipment, Head over to the Warehouse to meet up with 

her. 

 

As you arrive at the Warehouse Jonathon and Tasha will come out and talk to you. 

 

After talking to Jonathon, he will become your point of contact for selling artifacts for money.   

Head back to XXX Shop, Tasha will be there now and give you some more information about 

Madalyn.  

 

Scene 7 

 

As you leave the XXX Shop, you will bump into Erica. You and she will head into Dick’s Grill 

for a drink.  

 

After Erica leaves, talk to the guy with a green mark above him. He will ask about a guy that is 

cheating with his wife. ( More on this later) for now click “ I don’t know, but I will find out.”. 



 
 

Head over to Rays’ Farm and meet up with Carol. Chloe and Hannah.  

 

The bale is too heavy for you to push, you need some strength training, head over to the Gym 

and meet up with Heather.  

 

As you are waiting for Heather, you will meet Ella Adair. 

 

You will need some workout clothes before you can work out with Heather. Head to the shop 

and buy some workout clothes. In the parking lot pick up the Car Fob.  



 
 

Now head into the shop and buy the workout clothes ( $50 ). Remember you can now sell 

artifacts to Jonathon for money. 

 

Once you have the workout clothes, head back to the gym for some training with Heather.  

 

Scene 8 

 

After the workout with Heather, you will gain 1 strength point.  

 

As you leave the gym, Arianna will chat with you.  

 

Head back to Rays’ farm and use your newfound strength to push the bale out of the barn. As 

you walk into the barn, move behind the big bale and you will push it out. 

 

You will find an artifact under the bale. As the girls leave the barn, push the rest of the bales out 

of the barn.  

 

Follow the instructions to solve the puzzle. 

Bale 1 - Right, then down till it out.  

Bale 2 - Down until it out.  

Bale 3 - Right, then down till it out. 

Bale 4 - Left ( x2 ), then down till it out. 

Bale 5 - Left ( x3 ), then down till it out. 



 
 

After all the bales are out, step outside the barn and talk to the girls. 

 

After Carol leaves you, Chloe and Hannah will head back into the barn to clean up. 

 

Scene 9 

 

Carol will come back and chat with you and Hannah about farms becoming dig sites for artifacts. 

 

You and Hannah will chat some more and you will Receive Hannah’s contact information. 

 

As you leave the barn and farm Arianna will show up and chat with you.  

 

Head over to the Apartments and you will find a Wallet on the ground.  



 
 

You should now have a Wallet and a Car Fob, head over to the Channel 4 building. You will see 

a guy with a green marker over him. Talk to him, you will give him his wallet and car fob back. 

In return, he will give Hannah’s 1st Chest Key. 

 

Also, take note of the couple to the left, remember the guy’s shirt color ( Blue ).  

 
 

Head back to Dick’s Grill and talk to the guy from early asking about his cheating wife. After 

you tell him about the shirt color. Head back to the Channel 4 building and catch up with him. 

He will give you $500 as a reward for helping him out and your intelligence will gain 1 point. 

 

Head over to the Rays’ Farm to find and open Hannah’s 1st Chest and Receive Hannah’s 1st 

Kamasutra Page Handjob (1st).  



 
Now head over to the shop where you pick up Photo ( 3 ) ( $100 ), also you can buy Hannah’s 

Booty Call outfit ( $400 ).  

 
Before leaving you can buy some house upgrades to get Hannah to come over for her Booty 

Call.  

 

End of V.04122 - ( 4% Total ) 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 Outfit, 1 Booty Call, 1 KS Page ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



V.07011 - ( 7% Total ) 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 Extra, 1 Outfit, 1 Booty Call, 1 KS Page ) 

 

You will get a call from the station that turns out to be from Lillian.  

 

After the phone call with Lillian, head over to the apartments and catch Erica as she is leaving 

for work, you will also chat with Ella as well. 

 

You and Erica will arrive at Wilkes Mansion. Erica will head to change for work and Lillian will 

come to talk with you.  

 

After chatting with Lillian you hear a gasping sound and go to investigate. 

 

You find Erica and one of the robe guys in another area of the mansion. As you are leaving the 

mansion you see Lillian enter the main hall and decide to see what she does.  

 

Scene 10 

 

After the scene, you will Receive Erica’s contact information. 

 

Arianna will appear after Erica leaves to see what just happened.  

 

Before you leave the mansion take the stairs to the left and talk to the guy with the green marker 

above his head.  

 
As you leave the mansion click on the tree on the left and you will find a Silver Statue, also by 

the tree to the right you can pick up Erica’s 1st Chest Key. 



 
 

Head to the Shop ( Keep an eye out for money laying on the ground much like in ToN ) to buy a 

Jumping Shoe ( $50 ), Photo ( 4th ) ( $100 ), as well as Erica’s Booty Call Outfit ( $400 ), are 

also available at this time.  

 

Head to the Gym to buy a membership ( $20 ) to gain more access to the gym. After buying the 

membership, take the stairs on the right to enter the locker room. You find the other Jumping 

Shoe ( you can now jump up high to grab items ) as well as Ella’s Phone.  

 
As you pick up Ella’s Phone you will call her to tell her you found it.  

 

Go to Dick’s Grill at the Strip Center to meet up with Ella. 

 



As you enter the Strip Center you will see Henry and Diana talking outside the XXX Shop.  

 

Head inside Dick’s Grill and talk to Ella.  

 

Leave Dick’s Grill and head next door to the XXX Shop to speak with Tasha and Henry.  

 

A new porn clip is available at the XXX Shop Debra Doin’ It Doggy ( $300 ). ( Extra # 2 ) 

 

As you are coming out of the XXX Shop, you can quickly click on the Black Cat and pick it up.  

 



Once you have the Black Cat head to the Condos and return the cat to its owner for a reward of 

$200.

 
 

Now head to the Forest to spy on Henry and Diana.  

 

Scene 11 

 

After talking to Henry and Diana, leave the Forest, and you will receive a message from Ella.  

 

Scene 12 

 

After watching the video from Ella, Erica will call you about meeting at your place as she is 

getting off work.  

 

Arianna and you will have your end-of-update chat.  

 

Head to the Apartments to find and open Erica’s 1st Chest and Receive Erica’s 1st Kamasutra 

Page Eat Out (2nd). 



 
 

End of V.07011 - ( 7% Total ) 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 Extra, 1 Outfit, 1 Booty Call, 1 KS Page ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.09013 - ( 9% Total ) 

( 4 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page. 1 Lock Pick ) 

 

You will start in your house as you await Erica’s arrival. 

 

Scene 13 

 

Afterward, Hannah and Chloe will stop by to drop off a housewarming gift.  

 

After everyone leaves the house, head over to Eve Cathedral. As you enter, Sister Judy will 

speak with you. You will head up to the attic to find Chloe. 

 

You can pick up the Shredded Cable, before pushing the box in order to help Chloe.  

Push the box up two times and then to the right six times, it will fall to where Chloe is. 



 
 

Scene 15 ( Do not worry, you did not miss a scene. ) 

 

After talking with Chloe, you will chat with Sister Judy and Father Solomon about fixing the 

chandelier.  

 

Sister Judy and Chloe will walk you to the lobby of Eve Cathedral, where you can pick a 

crafting scroll.  

 
 

Arianna will tell you about Angelcraft and add it to your inventory. 

Now head over to the shop where you can buy Metal Detector ( $140 ), Photo ( 5th ) ( $100 ) is 

also available as well. 



 

Head to the Dock to find a Fishing Thimble. 

 
 

Head to the Warehouse to find the first of two Cable Crimp. 

 
 

Head over to Rays’ Farm to find the second Cable Crimp, you will find a Lock Pick ( 1st ) as 

well. 



 
 

Now you should have all the items needed to craft the Rigging Cable, open your inventory, and 

select Angelcraft. You will be controlling Arianna during Angelcrafting. Simply click on the 

item you wish to craft and click yes, and Arianna will make it for you.  

 
 



To return to controlling the MC simply walk Arianna out of Limbo by exiting at the bottom of 

the screen. ( Welcome to AngelCraft ).  

 

While you are at Rays’ Farm, you can see if Hannah is in the house.  

 

Scene 14 ( See told you, did not miss one ) 

 

Head back to Eve Cathedral, to help fix the chandelier.  

 

As you get to the front of Eve Cathedral, you can find a Jade Figurine and Erica’s 2nd Chest 

Key. 

 
 

Now you can head inside Eve Cathedral to the chapel and give Father Solomon the Rigging 

Cable. 

 

After fixing the chandelier, head back up to the attic to find and open Erica’s 2nd Chest, and 

Receive Erica’s 2nd Kamasutra page Blowjob ( 3rd ). 



 
 

Head to the Police station now and into Melissa’s office, You will need to pick the lock on her 

cabinet to get into her files.  

 



Use your Lock Pick, in order to pick the lock simply click when the needle is under a pin that is 

in the down position.  

 
 

After successfully picking the lock you will have an Access Card. 

 

Head to your desk to try and access Melissa’s files.  

 
 



You forgot you need an access code. Leave the Police Station and head to the Condos and bump 

into Melissa. You will notice that Melissa’s house number is 102. Go back to the Police Station 

and try that code to access her files.  

 

You gain access to the files on the Eclipse Guild.  

 

Scene 16 

 

Leave the station and back to the main map.  

 

End of V.09013 - ( 9% Total ) 

( 4 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Lock Pick ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 V.12021 - ( 12% Total ) 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Bootycall, 1 Outfit ) 

 

You will get a call from Ella, about a possible stalker at her place. Head over to the apartment to 

meet with Ella.  

 

Ella will describe the person she saw and you have a pretty good idea of who it is, head over to 

the Gym to speak with Larry.  

 

You and Larry with work out together while you have a chat with him about Ella.  

 

Your strength with gain +1.  

 

Head over to the Strip Center to find the package that Larry threw away in the trash can, you will 

find a Blade Sharpener. 



 
 

Head into Dick’s Grill and speak to the woman in the upper left side, she will give you an 

Unknown Locker Key to a locker in the gym locker room.  

 
Head back to the Gym and into the locker room by taking the stairs on the right. Click on the 

locker and you will find $250 dollars.  



 

 
 

Now you can head back to Ella at the apartment and tell her about Larry.  

 

Scene 17 

 

You will Receive Ella’s Contact Information. 

 

Once back in Ella’s living room, head back into her streaming room and pick up the Leather 

Straps, 

 
Now head over to Heather’s home and inside to talk to Heather.  

 

Walk outside to the backyard to help Carol and Heather with the gardening.  



 

There are six Caterpillars you have to catch and they do move around, so click on the little 

green things that pop up around the yard. You can also pick up the Wood Handle on the deck.  

 
 

Once you have all six, you will talk to Carol and Heather, they need a bag of Fertilizer that is in 

Carol's Barn.  

 

As you leave Heather’s Home you will bump into Hannah and Chloe out front.  

 

Head over to the barn at Rays’ Farm, you will find the Fertilizer and a Crafting Scroll ( 

Machete) in the Barn.   



 
 

As you exit the barn, you will see Ella’s 1st Chest Key. When you go to pick it up a snake will 

appear but you will feed the caterpillars to it.  

 
Head back to Heather’s Home and into the backyard to give the bag of fertilizer to the ladies.  



 

Turn the hose on to water the dirt.  

 
 

Scene 18 

 

Once back inside and after talking to Heather and Carol, go into Heather’s Kitchen and grab a 

Dull Blade from the counter.  

 

You should have the four items needed to AngelCraft the Machete. 

 
Head up to the Forest to meet with Hannah and Chloe. Use the Machete to cut a path open to the 

East.  



 
 

You will find an Artifact Segment in the pond.  

 

Scene 19  

 

After Hannah and Chloe leave, head back to the pond area to the East to find and open Ella’s 1st 

Chest, and Receive Ella’s 1st Kamasutra Page Sixty-Nine ( 4th ). 

 
Leave the Forest and head to the Warehouse to speak with Jon about the Artifact Segment you 

found.  

 



After talking to Jon, leave the Warehouse, once on the main map you will receive a call from 

Lillian.  

 

After talking to Lillian, Arianna will have the end of update chat with you.  

 

Head over to the Police Station, there will be a cop standing outside that will give you a quiz 

about the City.  

 
For every answer you get right you will get a $100, get all the answers right, and your 

intelligence will gain +1.  

 

Answers are as follows 

L 

1 ( One ) 

Hot Tub 

3 ( Three )  

102 

WaterFall 

 

Do not forget to stop by the Shop and buy Photo ( 6th ) ( $100 ) and Ella’s Booty Call Outfit ( 

$400) 

 

End of V.12021 - ( 12% Total ) 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Bootycall, 1 Outfit ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



V.14022 - ( 14% Total ) 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 4 Gargoyles, 2 Lock Picks ) 

 

Start off by heading over to the Apartments and picking up Erica to escort her to the Wilkes 

Mansion for dinner with Lillian.  

 

Once at the Wilkes Mansion, Lillian will take you both to the dining room.  

 

Scene 20 

 

After dinner your bale to explore the Wilkes Mansion. First, pick up the Cheese that is on the 

table.  

 
 

Now make your way outside of the Wilkes Mansion to the courtyard where you find another 

Lock Pick ( 2nd ). 



 
 

Now head back toward the Dining room and use this lock pick to open this chest. You can also 

Activate a Gargoyle ( 1st ). 

 
You will find a Mansion Room Key, from the chest. Head back out to the main entrance of the 

Wilkes Mansion and then take the staircase to the right. Should be in a hallway that looks like 



photo below. Where you can use the Mansion Room Key to unlock this door and also activate 

another Gargoyle ( 2nd ).  

 
 

As you click on the door, Erica will find you and you both enter and look around the office. 

Erica will find a Burner Flip Phone. The phone requires a code to unlock the code is  1 4 2. 

Enter the code into the phone and you will discover text messages between Lillian's Father and a 

guy name Morgan Deluna.  

 

Leave the Wilkes Mansion and walk over to Eve Cathedral you run into Chloe, Sister Judy, and 

Father Solomon after mass. After chatting, you walk Chloe to Rays’ Farm cause she is sleeping 

over with Hannah tonight. You will chat with Carol as well.  

 

After dropping Chloe off at Rays’ Farm head back over to Eve Cathedral. Before going inside 

you can activate a Gargoyle ( 3rd ), and you also find a Lock Pick ( 3rd ).  



 
 

Now head inside Eve Cathedral and to the left, you will hear Sister Judy humming from her 

room.  

 

Scene 21 

 

After you leave Sister Judy, Arianna will appear and chat with you.  

 

Before leaving Eve Catherdral head back to the hallway where Sister Judy’s room is, you can 

activate a Gargoyle ( 4th ).  

 
As you leave Eve Cathedral, a Mysterious Key will appear in the courtyard.  



 
 

Leave Eve Cathedral and head over to Rays’ Farm and into the barn to find Carol.  

 

Scene 22 

 

After leaving the farm Arianna will appear for the end of update of chat.  

 

Head over to the Shop, in the upper left corner you will see a rat, click near it and you will place 

the Cheese you have down for it. The rat will jump up and knock Hannah’s 2nd Chest Key 

down for you.  

 
After picking up the key, do not forget to head inside the Shop where you can buy a Photo ( 7th 

) ( $100 ).  

 



Now you can head back to the Wilkes Mansion where you use the lock pin on the other chest for 

an item. ( Every time I opened it I got a Silver Statue ).  

 
 

Now you can head to the office from early where you can open Hannah’s 2nd Chest and 

Receive Hannah’s 2nd Kamasutra Page Blowjob ( 5th ).  

 

End of V.14022 - ( 14% Total ) 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 4 Gargoyles, 2 Lock Picks ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V. 16031  



( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 Extra. 1 KS Page ) 

 

Head over to Ray’s Farm, Chloe and Hannah will come out of the house and talk about heading 

to a cave. Everybody will head into the barn to see about fixing the drive shaft for the tractor. 

Hannah will give you a crafting scroll for the parts needed.  

 

You will pick up the Broken Drive Shaft. 

 

Head over to the Warehouse where you can find the Bearing and the Rubber Boot. ( Cut 

through the bush to reach it. ) 

 
 

Now head over to the Shop, and buy the Grease ( $100 ). You can also buy a Photo (8th) ($100 

). 

 

Now you can use Angelcraft to craft the Drive Shaft. 

 

Head back to the barn at Rays’ Farm, you will give the Drive Shaft to Hannah. You all will head 

outside and Hannah will fix the tractor.  

 

After the tractor is fixed, You, Chloe, and Hannah will head north to the cave. Hannah forgot the 

lantern, head back to the house and go inside. You will pick up the Lantern and speak to Carol.  

 

Head outside, the weather has got worst, make your way back to the cave and head inside to find 

Hannah and Chloe.  

 

Scene 23 

 



After your fun, you head out of the cave. The weather has clammed down, Carol will come and 

find you all. All the girls will head to the house for the night. 

 

After the girls leave, head to your house for the night.  

 

The next morning Arianna will wake you up since you overslept and are late for work. 

 

After you are dressed head to the Police Station, you will run into Bobby and another officer. 

They are heading to the Warehouse to arrest someone.  

 

Head to the Warehouse, and you will Bobby and other officers talking to Jon and someone new. 

 

Scene 24   

 

After Nellie is arrested, you will talk to Bobby and then Jon.  

 

On your way back to the Police Station swing by the Shop again and buy another bottle of 

Grease ( $100 ).  

 

As you approach the Police Station, use the Grease to help turn this Value. 

  

Now head inside the Police Station, you be approached by Melissa. 

 

Head to the right into your office area, David will come over and talk to you before he heads to 

the interrogation room to talk to Nellie. 

 

You need to find a way to get David out of the interrogation room so you can talk to Nellie. 

Click on David's computer and enter a random passcode. 



 
 

Leave the office and head to the lobby of the Police Station, David should come running by since 

someone is hacking his computer.  

 

Head to the left now and into the interrogation room to speak with Nellie.  

 
After talking to Nellie and her being released head to the Gym to meet up with Melissa and 

Bobby.  



 
 

You will automatically head to the locker room to change into workout clothes and come back 

and into the ring to fight Bobby.  

 

After the fight, you head into the locker room to shower and change but you find something 

interesting.  

 

Scene 25  

 

After seeing Melissa, head into the Women's locker and click on the basketball. The ball will roll 

out to the court.  

 

Click on the Basketball to play the Trick Shot mini-game. The more shots you make in a row the 

more money you can make.  

 

Click on the basketball and use it to knock Ella’s 2nd Chest Key down from the hoop.  



 
 

After knocking the key down. Leave the Police Station, Arianna will appear as you get back on 

the world map and have the end of the update chat with you.  

 

Head to the Strip Center and talk to a woman with a green marker above her. She lost her 

Crucifix. 

 
Head to Eve Cathedral to cut down a bush and find the Crucifix.  



 
You can return the crucifix to the women at the Strip Center for a reward of $300. 

 

You can also head into the XXX Store for a new Porn Reel Bancroft Drilled for $800. ( Extra 

# 3 ) 

 

Now head back to Hannah’s Cave where you can find and open Ella’s 2nd Chest and Receive 

Ella’s 2nd Kamasutra Page LapDance Fuck ( 6th ).  

 

End of V. 16031  
( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 Extra. 1 KS Page ) 



 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V. 19032  
( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page. 1 Gargoyle, 1 Outfit, 1 Booty Call ) 

 

Head over to the Police Station to your office area, and David will come up to talk to you.  

 

Now head over to Wilkes Mansion and speak with Lillian.  

 

Scene 26 

 

After your time with Lillian, David calls and tells you some new information and also that 

Melissa is on her way to the Wilkes Mansion. 

 

After speaking to Melissa about what to look for, head over to the XXX Shop.  

 

As you leave the XXX Shop, Tasha will give you another Mysterious Key.  

 

Head back to Wilkes Mansion and use the two Mysterious keys to unlock a hidden path by 

unlocking these keyholes.  

 
You and Melissa will find a hidden room under Wilkes Mansion.  

 

Scene 27 

 

Now move the blue block onto either of two pressure plates, then stand on the other one yourself 

to unlock a way out of the room. 



 
 

You and Melissa escape the room through the caves that exit out onto Rays’ Farm. You and 

Melissa will bump into Carol, Heather, Chloe, and Hannah. 

 

You and Melissa will end up back at the Police Station. 

 

Head back to Rays’ Farm and through the cave that you just left and you can activate a Gargoyle 

( 5th ).  



 
 

Now head to Wilkes Mansion and talk to Lillian about why you left.  After talking to Lillian take 

the stairs to the left and you will find a reward for activating the 5th gargoyle, Hammer Shovel. 

 
 

With the Hammer Shovel, you can now break open jars. On your way out of Wilkes Mansion 

break the two jars to find a Silver Figurine and Copper Idol. 



 
 

Leave Wilkes Mansion and head over to Heather’s Home, they are getting ready to have a pool 

party. After arriving at Heather’s Home and talking to Heather head upstairs and into the bath ( 

The Middle door ). After picking up the SunTan Oil, you will change into swimwear and head 

to the backyard to join Heather.  

 
Scene 28 

 

Carol will arrive, and you will head into the house to speak with her. Chloe and Hannah come 

down from changing to join.  



 

You will Receive Carol’s contact information.  

 

Arianna will appear and have the finished update chat with you. 

 

Head back upstairs to the bathroom where you can now break the jar and find Carol’s 1st Chest 

Key. ( See photo above ).  

 

You will need to change back into your normal clothes to leave Heather’s Home.  

 

Head back through the cave from Rays’ Farm and back to the hidden room under the Wilkes 

Mansion to find and open Carol’s 1st Chest and Receive Carol’s 1st Kamasutra Page 

Stimulation ( 7th ).  

 
 

Do not forget to swing by the Shop and buy Carol’s Booty Call Outfit ( $400 ), you can also 

buy a Photo ( 9th ) ( $100 ). 

End of V. 19032  
( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page. 1 Gargoyle, 1 Outfit, 1 Booty Call ) 

—------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 



V. 21041 

( 3 Scenes, 2 Photos, 1 KS Page ) 

  

At the start of this update, you need to head to Heather’s Home and change back into your swim 

trunks. 

  

After changing into your swim trucks head downstairs and to the backyard to join the pool party. 

  

After Chloe is stung by the bee head into the kitchen of the house to check on her. 

  

Before you leave the kitchen grab the Hand Lotion that is on the kitchen floor. 

 



 

  

Now head to the bathroom and put your clothes back on so you can leave the house. 

  

Head over to Rays’ Farm and break open a jar to collect a Scroll for Aloe Lotion. 

 

  

Now head North of the farm where the cave entrance is, you can use your Hammer Shovel to 

break the rocks and open a path to the North. 



 

  

You will see an Aloe Plant to pick up. 

Now head to the Shop, you bump into Father Solomon while he doing some shopping. 



You will be able to buy a Basic Container ( $100 ). Also, you can buy a Photo ( 10th ) ( $100 ).  

Now head over to The Eve Cathedral, you will speak with Sister Judy as you enter.  

There will be a jar you break open in the upper left that contains an Old Book (1st). 

Now head into the chapel area, you will see another jar you can break open and get a Clay Idol.  

Take the stairs on the right to another storage area, you will see an Offering Plate, click on it and 

offer a Stone Figurine, and you will receive a Seed of Medicine.  

  

You should now have all the needed items to use Angelcraft to craft the Aloe Lotion.  

Now head back to Heather’s Home and give the Aloe Lotion to Chloe. After you give Chloe the 

Aloe Lotion, you go back out to the pool for the rest of the pool party,  

You will head up to the bathroom to change.  

Scene 29 



You will be outside Heather’s Home now, someone is trying to send you a message, go to the 

World Map to receive the message.  

Ella will send you a Photo (11th). 

Head to the gym to speak with Ella about the photo she sent you.  

Head over to The Eve Cathedral to speak with Chloe and Father Solomon.  

Head to the right side of the Cathedral, there is a jar you can break open and a Clock to click on 

to receive a Scroll for Seed of Knowledge and Batteries. 

Head to the chapel area of the Cathedral to find Judy’s Clothing.  



 

Head back outside of The Eve Cathedral to speak with Chloe.  

Father Solomon will take you and Chloe behind The Eve Cathedral, use your machete to chop 

through the bushes to the right.  

 



Once through go to the right to the next screen. Smash your way through all the rocks and head 

North from here.  

 

Scene 31 

After you find Judy and chat with a few guest characters, you will be back at The Eve Cathedral.  

Head over to the Gym and give Larry the Batteries you have, he will fix the bikes for you and 

Ella.  

Scene 30 

Head to The Eve Cathedral and up to the left storage area to find another Old Book (2nd). 

 

Head over to Wilkes Mansion and into Charles’s Office to find another Old Book(3rd). 



 

Now go to the Offering Plate in The Eve Cathedral and offer a Jade Figurine to receive an 

Essence of Intelligence. 

You now have the needed items to Angelcraft a Seed of Knowledge. 

Eat the Seed of Knowledge to gain an Intelligence point ( Should be at 3 now ).  

Grab another Aloe Plant from the forest area North of Rays’ Farm and give it to the guy outside 

the Shop with the Green Marker above his head. He will give you Erica's 3rd Chest Key. 

 

Go to the forest area where you found Sister Judy, you can open Erica’s 3rd Chest and Receive 

Erica’s 3rd Kamasutra Page Pussy Sex ( 8th ). 



 

End of V.21041 

( 3 Scenes, 2 Photos, 1 KS Page )  

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.23044 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Lock pick ) 

You will get a call from David, saying that the commissioner.  

Head back to the Police Station and to your office area to speak with David.  

Now head to the Shop to buy an Empty Box ( $100 ), you can also buy another Photo (12th) ( 

$100 ).  

Now click on the Empty Box in your inventory and select a metal treasure to put into it. ( Silver 

Statue or Copper Idol. ) 

 

Once you have the Filled Heavy Box give it to the woman in the Police Station with the green 

marker above her head, she will cause an issue with the police officer allowing you to slip by 

into the executive area of the Police Station.  



 

 
 

Now up either set of staris into the executive area and talk to Andrea she standing by the vendor 

machine.  

 
Head to the Shop to buy a Formal Suit ( $400 ).  

 

Now head over to the Strip Center, as you enter the Strip Center you will bump into Chloe.  

 

After talking to Chloe, head into Dick’s Grill you will speak with Hannah and Carol, after 

talking to them speak to the guy behind the counter to buy some Red Wine ( $50 ). There is also 

a jar you can break open, you will find Phosphoric Acid. 



 
 

 Head over to Andrea’s Home for your dinner meeting.  

 

Scene 32 

 

As you exit Andrea’s Home click on the green vine by her front door to find Sodium Carbonate 

there is also a jar you break open to find a Scroll of Strength. 

 



 
 

Now head over to Rays’ Farm and into the house and speak to Hannah and Carol about the mess 

Hannah made. Pick up the Soap in the kitchen before leaving.  

 
 

Head to the Police Station to find a jar outside of the gym that you can break open to find a 

Scroll for Soot Cleaner. 



 
 

Head to the Shop to buy a Basic Container ( $100 ).  

 

You now have all the items needed to Angelcraft Soot Cleaner. 

 

Now take the Soot Cleaner to Hannah and Carol at Rays’ Farm and help them clean the kitchen. 

 

After cleaning, Carol will ask you to go up to her bedroom for a reward.  

 

Scene 34 ( did not miss one)  

 

Now head over to the Eve Cathedral, and visit Judy, she is in her room. Outside of Judy’s room, 

there is a jar you can break open to find an Essence of Strenght. 

 
Scene 33 

 

After leaving Judy’s room, Father Solomon will talk with you. As go to the main map, Arianna 

will have the end of the update chat with you.  

 



Head over to Rays’ Farm and upstairs to find a Dumbbell ( 1st ).  

 
 

Now to the Gym to find another Dumbbell ( 2nd ).  

 
Head to the Police Station, and into the gym to find another Dumbbell ( 3rd ).  



 
 

You now have all the items needed to Angelcraft the Seed of Strength.  

 

Eat the Seed of Strength to gain a Strength point ( Should be at 3 ).  

 

Head over to the Eve Cathedral, there are a couple of metal jars you can break open to find a 

Copper Idol and a Silver Statue. 

 
Head to the Police Station there is a metal jar in the executive area you can break open to find a 

Lock Pick ( 4th ). 



 
 

Use the Lock Pick to crack open the safe to find a Belt Buckle. Take the Belt Buckle and give to 

guy in the executive area ( photo above ) he will give you Ella’s 3rd Chest Key. 

 
Head over to Andrea’s Home there is a jar you can break open to find a Gold Figurine, also you 

can find and open Ella’s 3rd Chest to Receive Ella’s 3rd Kamasutra Page Double 

Penetration ( 9th ). 



 
 

End of V.23044 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Lock pick ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.25051 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Outfit, 1 Booty Call ) 

At the start of this update, the screen will fade to black and you wake up to your alarm clock.  

After Arianna comes and talks to you for a short bit about your bus day, leave your house and 

head to the Police Station. 

Upon entering Melissa will meet you in the lobby.  

After filling Melissa in on everything that has happened, head up staris to the executive area to 

find Andrea.  

Before leaving the interrogation room, break open the metal jar to find a Metal Hook. 



 

Leave the Police Station and head to the Channel 4 Skyrise. Head inside you will be met by 

security.  

You will enter Kimberly’s dressing room by mistake.  

Scene 35 

After leaving the dressing room you can pick up a Rigging Cable. 

 

You will automatically make a Grapple Hook after you pick up the Rigging Cable.  

As you leave the Channel 4 Skyrise lobby, you can break open a jar, and receive $300.  



 

Now, head to Wilkes Mansion. You will meet David and Bobby there.  

Use your Grapple Hook to climb into the Wilkes Mansion.  

 

Once inside you will open the door for David and Bobby and start to look for Lillian and Erica.  

Scene 36  



A lot will happen from this point, so just follow along. You will Receive Lillian’s Contact 

Information.  

Head back to the Police Station to talk to Erica, you will meet her in the lobby of the Station.  

Scene 37 

After leaving the interrogation room, go meet Melissa in her office.  

Once on the main map, Arianna will show up and have the end of the update chat.  

Visit the cornfield to the north of Rays’ Farm to find a Silver Statue.  

 

Visit The Eve Cathedral to find Lillian's 1st Chest Key.  



 

You can find some hidden treasures in the forest and in the cave. ( Pics below ).  

 

 



 

 

Head over to the Wilkes Mansion to find and open Lillian’s 1st Chest and Receive Lillian’s 1st 

Kamasutra Page Pussy Play ( 10th ).  



 

Do not forget to stop by the Shop and buy the Photo ( 13th ) ($100) and Lillian's Booty Call 

Outfit ( $400 ).  

You can also now start to play the Puzzles games as of this update. You can enter the puzzle 

through the Angel craft screen at the top of the screen.  

 



End of V.25051 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Outfit, 1 Booty Call ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.27052 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Gargoyle ) 

Head over to the Strip Center to see what going on.  

After leaving the XXX Shop, head over to Eve Cathedral to check on Chloe.  

Head inside Eve Cathedral to the West and head up the stairs that are past Judy’s room.  

There is a jar you can break open to receive a Scroll for Glass Pane. 

 

Head over to the Dock to find some Limestone.  



 

Now head to the forest near the waterfall to the East to find some Sand. 

 

Now head over to Wilkes Mansion and out the back door to find some Coal. 



 

Now just inside the back door above the fireplace, there is some Sodium Carbonate you can 

pick up, also you can activate the Gargoyle (6th). 

 

Now you can use AngelCraft to craft the piece of Glass Pane.  



Take the Glass Pane back to Father Solomon at Eve Cathedral.  

You will now head inside to watch your news segment on the T.V.  

After leaving Wilkes Mansion you will bump into Nellie.  

Now head to the Police Station. You will bump into David in the lobby, now go speak with 

Andrea, she is upstairs.  

 Head back to Eve Cathedral to visit Judy in her room.  

Scene 38. 

You will speak to Solomon and Chloe outside about Madalyn maybe being nearby. Go check the 

forest behind Eve Cathedral. 

Follow the ghostly figure through the forest to the East.  

Once you reach the waterfall, head back to Eve Cathedral to tell  Solomon what you saw. 

Solomon will give you a Scroll for Holy Water Bomb. 

Go up the left stairs in the chapel area until you reach the attic. You will see a Chalice. 

 

Go back up the stairs by Judy’s room to find the Lid of Extreme Holiness. 



 

Go to The Shop to buy a Basic Container ($100). You can also buy another Photo ( 14th ) 

($300) 

Take the basic container back to Eve Cathedral and fill it with water from the fountain in the 

lobby, you will receive Holy Water. 

Now go up the stairs on the right side of the chapel area and give an offering to receive an 

Essence of Intelligence. 



 

Now you have all the items needed to AngelCraft the Holy Water Bomb.  

Go back out to the front of Eve Cathedral and show Solomon the Holy Water Bomb.  

You will all now head to the waterfall in the forest.  

After finding the ghostly figure near the waterfall, you will all head back to Eve  Cathedral.  

Scene 39. 

Head over to the Police Station and to Melissa’s office.  

Scene 40. 

On the main map, Arianna will show up, for the end of the update chat.  

Go to the bathroom in Eve Cathedral and click your way in the general shown below. You 

eventually find Hannah’s 3rd Chest Key. 



 

Go back up the stairs by Judy’s room to find and open Hannah’s 3rd Chest and Receive 

Hannah’s 3rd Kamasutra Page Pussy Sex (11th). 

 

End V.27052 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Gargoyle ) 



—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.29061 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, ) 

At the start of this update, you will start off by calling Erica and checking in with her.  

After hanging up with Erica, head over to the Apartments and meet her out front. 

After talking with Ella and Erica, break open the metal jar in the living room, to find an Empty 

Package. 

 

Now head outside of Ella’s apartment to find another metal jar to break open, you find a Scroll 

for a 2-Sided Dildo. 

 

Head to the Strip Center to the XXX Store to see if Tasha has anything you need.  



Tasha will sell you 2 Dildos ( $200 ).  

Head over to The Shop where you can buy another Photo ( 15th ) ( $300 ), also buys some Glue 

( $100 ), and an Old Book (4th) ( $100 ).  

You now have all the items needed to Angelcraft the 2-Sided Dildo.  

Now head back to Ella’s Apartment and give her the new toy.  

Scene 41 

You will wake up the next morning and are late for work, head over to the Police Station.  

You will run into David in the lobby, now head to the gym inside the Police Station, and talk to 

the cop guarding the door.  

 

 

Refuse the bribe of $2,000 and he will lower it to $500. 

Side Note: You can make another Seed of intelligence to up your intelligence to 4. Scroll 

down for the locations of two more Old Books. Once you have the three Old Books, offer 

one of the needed items to get an Essence of intelligence in the Cathedral. This will lower 

the bribe to $50.   

Head into the Gym.  

Scene 42 

Head to the parking lot of the Police Station and talk to the two cops standing by the patrol car.  



 

Head over to Heather’s Home to check on Heather and Chloe, Heather will meet you outside.  

Head inside and upstairs, you will see a metal jar you can break open to find Chest Key Half. 

Now go to Chloe’s Room (the last door on the right).  

 

Scene 43  

You will leave Heather’s Home and run into Chloe and Larry out front.  

Before leaving the front yard you can pick up a Dumbbell (4th). 



 

Now head over to The Eve Cathedral and up the stairs by Judy’s room and you will find another 

Old Book (5th).  

 

Head to The Apartments to find another Chest Key Half.  



 

Head over to The Shop and buy some more Glue ( $100 ), and also buy an Empty Box ( $100 ).  

Open your Inventory and click on one of the Chest Key halves, you will glue the two pieces 

together and receive Carol’s 2nd Chest Key.  

Head over to The Channel 4 News Building, and talk to the guy in the lobby. You need to box up 

four bags of junk. The first Bag of Junk is in the lobby. 

 



Go to the second floor of the Channel 4 News Building to find the Second and Third Bag of 

Junk.  

 

Head to the right to find the fourth Bag of Junk.  

 



Once you have four Bags of Junk, open your inventory click on the empty box you have, and 

place the Bags of Junk in the empty box.  

Now talk to the receptionist on the 2nd floor and give her the box of junk.  

 

After giving her the box of junk, go talk to the guy in the lobby again for your reward of $2000.  

Go to Rays’ Farm and into the house and upstairs to Carol’s room ( door on the left ) to find and 

open Carol’s 2nd Chest and Receive Carol’s 2nd Kamasutra Page Mouthwork ( 12th ).  

 

Head over to Ella’s Apartment and into her bedroom, there is a metal jar you can break open to 

find an Old Book (6th). 



 

End of V.29061 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.31062 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, ) 

At the start of this update start by going to Rays’ Farm, you will run into Carol as she is leaving 

the house.  

After talking to Carol try to go into the house. (it is locked).  

There is a metal jar you can break open and find the Scroll for a Hatchet. 



 

Head over to the Wilkes Mansion, you will run into Kimberly and then Bobby.  

After talking to them use your Grapple Hook to reach the Axe Head that is on the roof.  

 

Now head inside the Wilkes Mansion and you will talk to Erica inside. As you talk to Erica she 

will give you a Chapel Key Half. 

Now head out the back door of Wilkes Mansion and to the East, use your Grapple Hook again to 

reach the Handle.  



 

Now leave Wilkes Mansion and back to the main map, you will get a call from Andrea.  

Now head over to Andrea’s Home and use your Grapple Hook once again to reach the Grip. 

 

Head over to The Shop and buy some Glue ($100), you can also buy another Photo (16th) 

($300). 

You now have everything you need to Angelcraft the Hatchet.  

Head back over to Rays’ Farm and head North twice. Pick up the Aloe Plant and chop down the 

tree to find Chest Key Half. 



 

From here head West, chop down the big tree to cross the river, and pick the FarmHouse Key.  

 

Head back to Rays’ Farm and enter the house now.  

Scene 44 

Once you have control again head downstairs.  

After leaving Rays’ Farm head over to the Wilkes Mansion and into the dining room. Break open 

the metal jar to find another Chapel Key Half.  



 

Head to The Shop again and buy some more Glue ($100).  

Now open your inventory and click on one of the Chapel Key Half, you will use the glue to make 

the Chapel Key.  

Head back to Wilkes Mansion and head to the back door, you will run into Erica along the way. 

Once with Erica,  head out the back door and to the East.  

Chop down all the trees to find several artifacts, chop down the bushes and destroy the rocks that 

are blocking the Chapel door.  

 

Use the Chapel Key on the door, Erica will join you.  

Once inside the Chapel click on the center altar, you can also read the notes for clues. Also, open 

the chest (Code is 462) in the upper right to find an Artifact Segment. 



 

You and Erica will head back to Wilkes Mansion and find Lillian.  

Scene 46 ( did not miss one)  

Head over to Andrea’s Home. ( You should have the Aloe Planet already).  

Scene 45  

Head into the Forest and North once, you will see a tree you can chop down, to find another 

Chest Key Half.  

 



Head back to The Shop and buy some more Glue ($100).  

Open your inventory and click on one of the Chest Key Half, you will glue them together and 

make Lillian’s 2nd Chest Key. 

Now head back to where chopped the big tree down and cross the river again, you find and open 

Lillian’s 2nd Chest and Receive Lillian’s 2nd Kamasutra Page Pussy Sex (13th). 

 

End of V.31062 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.33071 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit ) 

At the start of this update, you will receive a call from Melissa.  

Head over to Eve Cathedral and meet Melissa.  

Now head over to Heather’s Home and talk to Heather and Carol in the driveway.  

Head over to the Apartments and talk to Jon and Erica.  

Head over to the Warehouse and talk to Jon and Nellie. ( If you do not have a Clay Statue, go 

find one before going to the warehouse. )  

Jon will give you Erica’s Apartment Key in exchange for a Clay Statue.  



After talking to Jon, chop down the two trees at the Warehouse. You will find a Wrench and a 

Scroll for Grippy Shoes. Use the Wrench on the old truck at the Warehouse to find a Rubber 

Boot.  

 

Head back to the Apartments and give Erica her key.  

Stop by The Shop and buy some Grease ($100), also you can buy another Photo (17th) ($300). 

Head to Heather’s Home and give Carol the Grease and the Rubber Boot.  

Scene 47   

Head back over to Eve Cathedral. 

Scene 48  

Afterward, Chloe and Solomon will show you the leak and Solomon will give you a Roof 

Shingle. 

Head to Solomon’s bedroom to pick up an Old Shoe.  



 

Now head to Heather’s Home to find the other Old Shoe.  

 

Head over to The Shop and break open a metal jar to find Rubber Waste. 



 

Head into The Shop and buy some Glue ($100).  

You should have all the items needed now to Angelcraft the Grippy Shoes.  

Now back to Eve Cathedral and click on the west side of the Cathedral to fix the leak.  

 

Head inside to let everyone know you fix the leak, they are up on the second floor by the T.V.  

There is a note in the attic with a hint for the code to the safe.  



 

Take a look outside.  

 

Go to Solomon’s bedroom and open the safe (code is 215). 



 

Will find an Old Book (7th) in the safe, along with $200, a Bottle of Pills, and Zephaniah’s 

Journal. 

Head over to Heather’s Home and check on Chloe and Judy.  

Scene 49 

You will Receive Judy’s Contact Information.  

Head over to the Police Station and fix a leak with the Wrench, you find Judy’s 1st Chest Key.  

 



Head over to Heather’s Home and up into her bedroom, you find and open Judy’s 1 Chest and 

Receive Judy’s 1st Kamasutra Page FootJob (14th) 

 

Do not forget to go buy Judy’s Booty Call Outfit from The Shop.  

End of V.33071 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.35072 

( 4 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page ) 

At the start of this update, you start by heading back to your place and going to sleep. You will 

wake to Arianna the next morning.  

After getting dressed, head to the Police Station and to your office area, you will talk to Melissa.  

Head to the lobby of the Police Station you will run into Andrea.  



Scene 50  

Head over to Eve Cathedral to help Judy clean up her bedroom.  

Head to the lobby of Eve Cathedral, you will get a phone call from Melissa. Solomon will walk 

into the lobby of Eve Cathedral.  

Use your grippy shoes to find a Chisel on the roof of Eve Cathedral.  

 

Head over to Wilkes Mansion to find another Chisel.  

 

Head over to the Barn to find a third Chisel.  



 

Head back down under Eve Cathedral and break down the wall with the Chisels.  

 

You find an underground Guild Bunker.  

Scene 51 

Head over to the Gym to see what going on.  

Scene 52 

Before chasing after Ella into the locker room. Click on two spots in the Gym to find two 

Locker Keys. 



 

Now go after Ella, she went to the locker room, up the stairs on the right.  

Scene 53 

Leave the Gym and Arianna will show up for the end of the update chat. 

Head to the Police Station and to the second floor, click on the crack on the wall.  

  

Go back down the stairs and you find Carol’s 3rd Chest Key. 



 

Go back under Eve Cathedral to find and open Carol’s 3rd Chest and Receive Carol’s 3rd 

Kamasutra Page Cowgirl (15th). Also, you will find another Locker Key.  

 

Head to the Gym to unlock three lockers and find, a Dumbbell (5th), Unbreakable Pick, and 

Shinto Shrine Bell. 



 

Head back under Eve Cathedral to use the Unbreakable Pick on the small chest you will find an 

Unknown Amulet. 

Do not forget to stop by The Shop and buy another Photo (18th) ($300).  

End of V.35072 

( 4 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.37081 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Outfit, 1 Gargoyle, +1 Intel 

Point ) 

Start off this update by heading to the Police Station and talking to Melissa in your office area, 

Andrea will join you both.  

Head over to Wilkes Mansion to talk to Bobby.  

Head inside Wilkes Mansion and talk to the guy blocking the stairs to the left, then after talking 

to him, head up the stairs on the right side and to the balcony area. Then exit the balcony you 

should appear on the left stairs now behind the hooded man, you will hear a moan.  

Scene 54 



After the scene, you try to leave the Wilkes Mansion but you will run into Erica and Lillian. 

Erica and you will chat some more on the 2nd floor of the Wilkes Mansion.  

Use your Unbreakable Pick to open the small chest in the room, you will find a Silver Statue.  

 

Head to the West and you can activate a Gargoyle (7th) and find an Old Book (8th).  

 

Leave the Wilkes Mansion and head to Eve Cathedral, you will meet with Judy, Chloe, and 

Solomon. Bobby will show to stand watch at the Cathedral. Once he checks the outside head 

inside the Cathedral and take the tunnel that is in Judy’s Bedroom.  

You will find a Blow Torch and an Old Book (9th) 



 

 

Now, head over to the Rays’ Farm,  you will run into Hannah.  

Once Hannah heads off to the cave, follow her North and enter the cave.  

Follow Hannah further North into the cave.  

Use your Unbreakable Pick to unlock the small chest to find a Gold Figurine. Now use your 

Blow Torch to blow up the TNT barrel and head further into the cave.  

 

Solve the rock puzzle and clear a path through to the blue sparkle. 



 

Scene 55 

Keep following Hannah over the rock bridge further into the cave.  

You will Receive Nellie’s Contact Information.  

Hannah will leave the cave, leave the cave as well and before leaving Rays’ Farm use your Blow 

Torch to light the barrel of wood and you will find Nellie’s 1st Chest Key.  

(If you head to the East from here you can blow up a 2nd TNT barrel creating a shortcut of sorts) 

 



 

 

 

Now leave Rays’ Farm and head over to Heather’s Home.  

Head to the backyard, to find Chloe, Judy, and Heather.  

You will all change into swimwear and have a swim in the pool.  

After swimming, you will head upstairs to change back.  



Scene 56 

Afterward, you change back into normal clothes, back on the main map Arianna will show up for 

the end of the update talking.  

Head over to the Strip Center to light a barrel for a guy that got kicked out of his house. You will 

get $1,000 as a reward.  

 

Head back over to the Wilkes Mansion and up the stairs, to the West, you will find and open 

Nellie’s 1st Chest and Receive Nellie’s 1st Kamasutra Page Ass Play (16th). 

 



Do not forget to stop by The Shop and buy another Photo (19th) ($300), and also Nellie’s Booty 

Call Outfit ($400).  

You now have 3 Old Books you can use along with an Essence of Intelligence to make a Seed of 

Knowledge, to gain one intel point (should be at 5 now).  

End of V.37081 

( 3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page, 1 Outfit, 1 Gargoyle, +1 Intel 

Point ) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.39084 

(3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page. Strength +1, 1 Extra) 

At the start of this update, on the main map, you will get a call from Erica. She has found 

something at the Wilkes Mansion. Head over there and meet up with Erica.  

Once at the Wilkes Mansion, Erica will tell you she heard a noise in the kitchen. She will take 

you to the kitchen.  

You need to find some honey so the leper with leave the kitchen. Head to the Forest. Once in the 

Forest go North one screen you will see a bee hive. Light the wood on fire with your blow torch.  

 

Once you smoke out the bees you will pick up a Honey Comb. 



Now go back to the Wilkes Mansion and give the honeycomb to the leper in the kitchen so he 

will leave.  

You and Erica will leave the kitchen, on your way out of the mansion you will run into Lillian.  

Scene 57 

Now leave the Wilkes Mansion and head over to Heather’s Home to meet up with Chloe, Judy, 

and Hannah.  

Head over to Eve Cathedral to grab Judy’s toothbrush.  

As you enter Eve Cathedral, you will talk to Bobby who is still watching the place.  

Head to the bathroom that is next to Judy’s bedroom and pick up Judy’s ToothBrush.  

 

Time for dinner, head over to the StripCenter, and meet up with the girls at Dick’s Grill. 

After dinner, you will all head over to the XXX Shop.  

Scene 58 

After your fun at the XXX Shop, you will walk Chloe and Judy home to Heather’s Home. 

Now head back over to the Wilkes Mansion, and head out the back door. You will talk to the 

officer that is out back.  

You will see someone come out of the woods and chase him to the East. 



Once you escort Paul from the Mansion, head back out the back door. Light the barrel you see 

with your blow torch and you will find an Essence of Strength. 

 

Now head to the East from here. You will find Kimberly hiding in the Forest.  

 



She will give you some Wireless Transmitters. 

Head to the XXX Shop, here you can buy another Porn Reel Valerie - Cowgirl (Extra #4) 

($2,500). There is also a chest you can unlock to find a Dumbbell (6th).  

 

You can now use AngelCraft to craft another Seed of Strength. Once crafted eat the seed and 

you will gain a Strength point (should be at 4 now.).  

Head to the Wilkes Mansion and find three places to place the Wireless Transmitters that 

Kimberly gave you.  

1st.  

 

2nd 



 

Now head to the kitchen and move the barrel,  

 



You find a Driver’s License and place the 3rd Wireless Transmitter 

here.  

Scene 59  

After the Scene will walk Kimberly out of the back door of the Mansion. 

Go to the Dock and light a barrel on fire with your blow torch to find a Gold Figurine. 

 

Now head over to the Rays’ Farm and North to the cornfield, you can click your way the field to 

find a Silver Statue and Erica’s 4th Chest Key. 



  

 

In the kitchen of the Wilkes Mansion, you will find Erica’s 4th Chest and open it to Receive 

Erica’s 4th Kamasutra Page Anal Sex (17th).  

 

Do not forget to stop by The Shop and buy the Photo (20th) ($300).  

End of V.39084 



(3 Scenes, 1 Photo, 1 KS Page. Strength +1, 1 Extra) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.410914 

(3 Scenes, 1 Profile, 1 KS Page) 

At the start of this update, you will get a call from Heather, Sister Judy is missing.  

Sister Judy is at your house.  

Scene 60 

The next morning after everyone leaves your house, head over to Rays’ Farm. You will speak to 

Carol and Heather.  

Head South and you find some Corn. 

 

Head to Rays’s Farm and unlock a small chest to find a Scroll for Goat Dessert. 



 

Go to Dick’s Grill and buy some Barley ($500).  

 

Head back over to Rays’ Farm and you can find Hannah’s Profile by the windmill. 



 

Now head into the barn and pick up the Hacksaw.  

 



Now head into Carol’s house and upstairs to the bathroom (middle door), unclog both the 

bathtub and sink to find Rubber Toe and Closet Key. 

 

Go downstairs and unlock the pantry door in the kitchen.  

Open the chest to find the Oats, you will also find a Scroll for Wading Shoes. 

 

Head over to Wilkes Mansion just inside you find a chest, use your hacksaw to open it, and find 

a Silver Statue. 



 

Head to the kitchen to find the Soybeans. 

 

You now have everything you need to Angelcraft the Goat Dessert. 

Now head back to where the baby goat is and climb the cliff and give the Goat Dessert to it.  



 

Once the baby goat is down, you pick up the Rubber Sole. 

 

Now Follow Carol and Heather to the creek to the West.  

Scene 61 



Head to the Shop and buy Rubber Wrap ($200). You can also buy a Treasure Detector 

($3,000) and upgrade Hannah’s Profile ($1,000) as well.  

Now, head over to the gym to unlock a small chest and find Rubber Heel. 

 

You can now Angelcraft Wading Shoes. 

Head back to the creek behind Rays’ Farm and jump in.  

 

You find an Artifact Segment, you can also click around the trees until you find Lillian’s 3rd 

Chest Key. 



 

Head back to the Farmhouse Heather is probably wondering where you wentt.  

Scene 61 

At the warehouse, you can open another safe with your Hacksaw and find a Silver Statue. 

 

Make your way in the caves either by entering the cave behind the farm or through the tunnel in 

Sister Judy’s bedroom. You will find another small chest you can open with your Hacksaw to 

find another Silver Statue. Then jump in the water. 



 

Make your way through the rock puzzle to open Lillian’s 3rd Chest and Receive Lillian’s 3rd 

Kamasutra Page Throat Fuck (18th). 

 

End of V.410914 

(3 Scenes, 1 Profile, 1 KS Page) 



—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.43092 

(3 Scenes, 1 Profile, 1 KS Page) 

At the start of this update, you get a call from Andrea.  

Head over to the Channel 4 News Building to talk with Andrea.  

Head over to Dick’s Grill to find Melissa.  

Scene 65 

After leaving Melissa’s Condo head over to the Apartments to find and talk to Ella.  

Head over to the XXX Shop to find Ella reviewing a new toy.  

Scene 63 

Head over to the Warehouse to pick up a package for Tasha from Jonathon.  

Bring the package to Tasha at XXX Shop, and Tasha will give you a Love Potion. 

Head over to Rays’ Farm, Chloe will come out and you guys will talk.  

After talking to Chloe, you will head North and find Nellie 

Scene 64 

Enter the Cave and go North, East, then North. You will find a Crate of Bullets.  



 

Give Carol the Bullets and she will block the cave entrance.  

At the Rays’ Farm, you see a chest you open using your Hacksaw, You will find a Chest Key 

Half.  

 



Enter the Farmhouse and you find Carol’s Profile, also go into the kitchen pantry and you find 

some Catnip. 

 

 

Take the Catnip and head over to the Condos and give it to the cat.  



 

The cat will knock down the other Chest Key Half.  

 

Head over to The Shop and buy some Glue($100), you can also upgrade Carol’s Profile 

($1,000).  



Open your inventory and click on a Chest Key Half to glue them together to make Nellie’s 2nd 

Chest Key.  

Enter the cave through the tunnel in Judy’s Bedroom.  

You will find and, open Nellie’s 2nd Chest to Receive Nellie’s 2nd Kamasutra Page Pussy 

Sex (19th). 

 

In the bunker, under Wilkes Mansion you can open another box and find a Silver Statue. 

 

End of V.43092 

(3 Scenes, 1 Profile, 1 KS Page) 



—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.45101 

( 3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit.) 

At the start of this update, you will get a phone call from Officer Bobby. 

Head over to Andrea’s Home, she and Melissa are waiting for you. Enter Andrea’s front door.  

Go to the Channel 4 News building and head up to the second floor, Paul will meet you there. 

Head one screen to the right and meet Kimberly.  

Kimberly will give you another Wireless Transmitter to replace the one that is not working.  

You and Kimberly will move to the dressing room to get ready for the interview.  

Scene 66 

After the interview, leave the dressing room and go back into the room to the right. Pick up the 

Channel 4 Locker Key use to open the locker you will find a Crowbar and Transmitter 

Battery. Also, read the note that says 576 (remember this for later).  

 

As you leave the Channel 4 News Building use the Crowbar to lift the manhole cover to find a 

Briefcase (#1). 



 

Head over to Eve Cathedral to check on Judy and Father Solomon.  

Head into the chapel area of the Cathedral to see what Judy and Chloe are talking about.  

Scene 67 

Head over to the Wilkes Mansion, and try to enter the kitchen. Leave the dining room area and 

you will call Erica to see if she can come to help you.  

Head over to the Apartments to meet Erica as she leaves her place. You and her will return to 

Wilkes Mansion.  

Head to the Forest by the waterfall to find the Acacia that Erica needs to set the fire.  



 

Return to Wilkes Mansion and give the Acacia to Erica.  

Erica will set the fire and you will sneak into the Kitchen. 

Go into the food storage area, you see another set of numbers on the stack of food 349 

(Remember this for later) now replace the Transmitter by the vent.  

 

While in the room you will notice a set of numbers on the wall 969 (remember these as well).  



 

You and Erica will leave the food storage area and run into Lillian in the kitchen. 

Scene 68 

Leave Wilkes Mansion and head over to the Channel 4 News Building. Head toward Kimberly’s 

dressing room to let her know you replace the transmitter. You will Receive Kimberly’s 

Contact Information. 

Head to the Condos and lift the manhole cover to find Briefcase (#2). 

 

Head to The Shop to lift another manhole cover to find Briefcase (#3). You can buy Kimberly’s 

Bootycall outfit ($400) and another Photo (#21) ($300) 



 

Head to the Strip Center to lift another manhole cover to find Briefcase (#4). 

 

Head over to the Apartments to lift another manhole cover to find Briefcase (#5). 



 

In Kimberly’s dressing, you will see a set of numbers above her mirror 124 (remember these as 

well) you will also find Kimberly’s 1st Chest Key. 

 

The 5th set of numbers you get from talking to the NPCs is the Devil’s numbers of 666. 



You should have five sets of numbers now 576, 349, 969, 124, and 666. Use those numbers to 

unlock the five Briefcases, each briefcase contains a bunch of money.  

Head over to Wilkes Mansion and into the dining room, you find a another way into the hidden 

room on the south wall.  

 

You will find and be able to open Kimberly’s 1st Chest and Receive Kimberly’s 1st 

Kamasutra Page Oral Fun (20th). 

 

End of V.45101 



( 3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit.) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.47102 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile.) 

Head over Eve Cathedral you will run into Judy and Chloe as they are leaving.  

Follow Judy and Chloe over to Heather’s home. 

As your leaving Heather’s home, move a rock in the front yard, you will find Glyphosate. 

 

 

Head over to the XXX Shop to find Heather.  

Head back to Heather’s home to talk to Heather.  

Head upstairs to Heather’s bedroom to find Heather.  

Head to the backyard and move another rock to find the Safe Key. 



 

Head back upstairs to give Heather the Safe Key.  

Scene 69 

Head over to Rays’ Farm. 

After talking to the girls, move the rock and you will find Dicamba. 

Go into the house and talk to Carol.  

Carol will give you a Bin Key.  

Head into the barn to the find the girls. 

Scene 70 

After the girls leave the barn open the Bin to find Black Pepper. 



 

Go give the Black Pepper to Carol.  

Go downstaris and talk to Carol.  

Carol will come downstairs in the middle of the night.  

Scene 71 

Head North of the Farm to find another Bin to open and find Mecoprop. 

 



Head into the Forest, go North once then West once to find something. Use your hacksaw to 

open the small chest to find a Scroll for Weed Killer. 

 

Go to The Shop and buy a Basic Container ($100). 

You should have all the items now to be able to Angelcraft the Weed Killer.  

Go to Rays’ Farm, head North once and use the Weed Killer on the weeds to find Judy’s 2nd 

Chest Key. 

 



Head into the Forest, go North once and then East. Use the Weed Killer to get to the Judy’s 2nd 

Chest. Open it to Receive Judy’s 2nd Kamasutra Page Blowjob (21st). 

 

Go to Heather’s home and upstairs, in the hallway you find Heather’s Profile.  

 



Go into the Forest, go West once, then North again. Use the Weed Killer to find a Silver Statue. 

 

 

End of V.47102 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile.) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.49111 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile.) 

At the start of this update head over to Rays’ Farm and to the second floor of the house to see if 

the girls are ready for church. 

Before going go downstairs head into Hannah’s room to pick up a Dumbbell. 



 

Leave the house but before you leave the farm open the box to find some Cheese. 

 

Now head to Eve Cathedral. 

Once you have control again, go behind Eve Cathedral and look under a stone to find a Antique 

Key. 



 

Head back inside Eve Cathedral and go to the right and up the staris. Use the Antquie Key to 

open the chest and get it out of the way, you will also find an Old Book in the chest. 

 

Now move past the goon as she has her back to you. 

You will be in the hideout now.  



Scene 72 

Nillie will give you a Machine Gun. 

You will now be in the tunnel, head up the stairs, and pop up in Eve Cathedral. Head to the 

entrance and talk to Solomon.  

Go to Heather’s Home and speak with Chloe.  

Head over to Rays’ Farm and speak with Hannah.  

Head back to Eve Cathedral, Bobby will tell he found Judy, but she ran off again.  

Go inside Eve Cathedral and head to Judy’s room. 

Scene 73 

Head over to Andrea’s Home to speak with her. Head inside the house and to the right to find 

her. 

Scene 74 

Afterwards, head to the left and then up the staris.  

Now, head to The Shop and buy a Basic Container ($100).  

Go to Eve Cathedral where you found Ducan. You will see a rat. Click on it and you catch it. 

Rat in a Jar. 

 

Now head behind Eve Cathedral, use your weed killer and you find a feral cat.  



 

Click on the cat, and you feed the Rat to it. You find Nellie’s 3rd Chest Key. 

 



 

Head over to Andrea’s Home and upstairs, click on the Piano and hit the notes in the following 

order. C E D. 

 

This will open the secret room again. Now you use the Chest Key to open Nellie’s 3rd Chest 

and Receive Nellie’s 3rd Kamasutra Page Hole Buffet (22nd). 



 

Head to the Forest by the waterfall, you can look under a stone and find Mace Grip. 

 

In Heather’s Home, up in Chloe room, you can find Chloe’s Profile. 



 

Enter the Forest again and go West once, you will see more weeds you can kill and find Mace 

Handle.

 



End V.49111 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile.) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.51113 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Photo, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit.) 

At the start of this update, you will get a call from Kimberly. 

Head to the Channel 4 News building, up to the second toward Kimberly’s dressing room to 

meet with her.  

Head to the Apartments to find and talk to Erica and Ella.  

After talking to Erica and Ella, you can use your hacksaw to open a chest to find a Note that says 

1998. You can also kill some more weeds and find Ella’s Key Fob. You can use the key fob to 

open Ella’s Car and find Large Buttplug, Bubble Gum, and Shinto Shrine Bell. 

 

Head over to the Wilkes Mansion, before going inside you can look under a rock and find a Saw 

Blade. You can also kill some more weeds and find a Scroll for a Diamond Saw. 



 

Now head inside and all the way through the Wilkes Mansion and out the back door. You can 

kill some more weeds and find a Saw Handle. 

 

From here head to the East once and you will find Kimberly. You and Kimberly will head inside 

to meet up with Erica.  

Click on the white Gargoyle statue to move it.  



 

Now head to the food storage room to find a Watcher’s Eye. 

 

Go to the dinning room and place the Watcher’s Eye in the statue.  



 

Go back to where Kimberly is waiting for you. You will notice a hidden pathway has opened up.  

Scene 75 

Leave the Wilkes Mansion and head over to the Strip Center to find and talk to Chloe.  

After talking to Chloe, head into the XXX Shop to talk to Tasha.  

Now head into the Forest and search around till you find a Rough Diamond (There is no set 

place for one, so just look around till you find one.) 

You will need to head to The Shop to buy some Glue ($100) before you can Angelcraft the 

Diamond Saw. 

Head back to Channel 4 news building and use the Diamond Saw to open up a small chest to find 

a Silver Statue. 



 

Now head to the Warehouse.  

Once Jon leaves, use the Diamond Saw to cut open the gate and break into the Warehouse.  

Scene 76 

You will speak to Jon before leaving the Warehouse. You will also Receive Melissa’s Contact 

Information. 

Head back into the warehouse and pick up the Dumbbell, you can also find Melissa’s 1st Chest 

Key. 



 

Now head to the Strip Center and into Dick’s Grill to meet up with Chloe and Ella.  

You should already have the Large Buttplug, now leave Ella’s bedroom and open the safe (1998) 

to find the Small Buttplug.  

 

Head up the stairs to find a small chest, open it and find the Medium Buttplug. 



 

Once you have all three Buttplugs, head back to the bedroom and give them to Ella.  

Scene 77 

Head back into the hidden room under the statue in the Wilkes Mansion you will find and be able 

to open Melissa’s 1st Chest and Receive Melissa’s 1st Kamasutra Page Sixty-Nine (23rd). 

 

At The Shop, you can now buy another Photo (22nd) ($300), and you can buy Melissa’s Booty 

Call Outfit ($400).  



At the Strip Center, you can open another small chest with your Diamond Saw and find a Gold 

Figurine.  

 

End of V.51113 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Photo, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit.) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.53121 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile.) 

At the start of this update head over to Heather’s Home and talk to Chloe.  

Head over to Ella’s apartment to talk to her.  

After talking to Ella, head over to Wilkes Mansion to find and talk to Erica.  

Now head over to Rays’ Farm to talk to Carol, Heather, and Hannah.  

Head over to the Strip Center and into Dick’s Grill to buy some Corn Chips ($50). There is also 

a note you can read that says “remember to buy Soy Sauce”. 



 

Now head over to the Dock and you can use your Diamond Hacksaw to open up a safe to find a 

Boomerang. 

 

Head back to Rays’ Farm where you can use the Boomerang to knock an Apple down from the 

tree.  



 

Head North, back to where the baby goat is, and talk to Heather.  

Once the baby goat is down you and Carol will try to catch him. (In order to do this, you will 

need to block the goat once it decides if it will go to the right or left. This may take a time or two 

to get right.)  

Before leaving the barn, use your Diamond Hacksaw to open up the safe. You will find Nails. 

 



Just outside the barn, you can kill some weeds to find a Scroll for Pen Door and some Wood. 

 

Head over to the Warehouse and kill some more weeds to find a Hinge, you can also look under 

a rock and find a Latch. 

 

Now use Anglecraft to make the Pen Door. 



Now head back to Rays’ Farm and into the barn. Talk to Heather.  

Scene 78 

Head over to Heather’s Home for the party.  

Head over to Dick’s Grill and talk to the guy behind the bar to buy some Red Wine($200).  

Head over to Rays’ Farm and into the house, in the pantry you will find a book that says to use 

Cornstarch when making stir-fry. 

 

Head over to Heather’s Home and to the 2nd floor, in Heather’s bedroom you will find another 

book that says “to avoid Sugar spikes, stay away from stir-fry.”  

 

Head down to the kitchen and help the girls make dinner, talk to Hannah. When ask tell the girl 

you need Sugar, Soy Sauce, and Cornstarch to make a stir-fry.  



After dinner, you all will watch the news report.  

Scene 79 

Now head over to Wilkes Mansion, Lillian is waiting.  

Scene 80 

Head over to Heather’s Home and meet the girls in the front yard. Once all the girls leave to head 

home for the night Arianna will show up and talk to you.  

At the Strip Center, you can use your Boomerang to knock Kimberly’s 2nd Chest Key down.  

 

Head to Wilkes Mansion, in the underground you can find and open Kimberly’s 2nd Chest and 

Receive Kimberly’s 2nd Kamasutra Page Pussy Sex (24th). 



 

Behind Wilkes Mansion, you can use your Boomerang to knock down and pick up an Old Book. 

 

 



At Eve Cathedral you can find Judy’s Profile, (Do not forget to upgrade it at The Shop for 

$1,000).  

 

End of V.53121 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile.) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.55124 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Photo, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit) 

At the start of this update, you will be woken up by Arianna.  

Head to the Police Station, to your office area. You will be approached by Andrea.  

Head up to the second floor and to the right. Andrea’s office is the second door.  



 

Head back down to your office area on the first floor. 

Leave the Police Station and you will get a call from Erica.  

Head over to Channel 4 News Building. Head to the second floor. 

After talking to Kimberly, head to the apartments to talk to Erica.  

Head to the Warehouse, before going inside to talk to Jon light the barrel of wood on fire, you 

will find some Nails. 

 

Jon will give you a Diving Mask.  



Click on the Copper Wire and you will be able to buy it from Jon for $900.  

 

Now head into the Forest, you will see a rock you can look under and find Right Swim Shoe.  

 

Head North once and then East.  



Use your Boomarange and look under another rock to find a Snorkel (you will combine it with 

the Diving Mask and make Snorkel Gear) and Left Swim Shoe. You now have Swim Shoes. 

 

Use your new gear to swim out in the water to find Valuable Coin.  

 

Head to the Warehouse to give Jon the coin, he will give you Ella’s Apartment Key. 

Head over to Ella’s Apartment, check her bedroom.  



Head to the river behind Rays’ Farm, you will find a Scroll for a Electromagnet. 

 

Head over to Andrea’s Home, you will find a box you can open and find Electric Tape.  

 

Now use Angelcraft to make the Electromagnet. 

Head back to Ella’s Apartment to open her safe.  

You will be moved to Heather’s Home, once Heather leaves head into the back yard.  



Scene 81 

Head over to Andrea’s home to have the meeting.  

Head south and get in the hot tub. 

Scene 82 

You will Receive Andrea’s contact information. 

Head over to Melissa’s Condo.  

Head to the Police Station parking lot and break into a Police car, to steal a Police Uniform.  

Head to Kimberly’s Dressing at Channel 4, and you will open a small box and find Sunglasses.  

 

Now head to the Strip Center and to the XXX Shop to talk to Tasha, she will give you a Fake 

Mustache. You now have a Disguise. 

Now sneak into the Police Station and up into Andrea’s Office, unlock her safe the code is 169. 

You will find a Thumb Drive. 



 

On your way out you will have sneak past Bobby, wait till he is at the vending machine to walk 

past him.  

Head back to Melissa’s Condo and give her the Thumb Drive.  

 Scene 83 

Head back to Andrea’s office and hit the red switch on the wall.  

 

Leave Andrea’s Office, and you now be able to enter the wall and find Andrea’s 1st Chest Key. 



 

Head to Andrea’s Home, enter the house, head East once, then North. You will enter the dining 

room and find Andrea’s 1st Chest. Open it to Receive Andrea’s 1st Kamasutra Page Tits and 

Mouth (25th). 

 

Outside the dining room, you will see a red switch, hit it. 



 

 Now go East you will see a Pressure Plate, stand on it.  

 

Back in the dining room, a jar will appear that you can break open and find a treasure.  



 

At The Shop, you can buy Andrea’s Booty Call outfit for $400 and buy another Photo (23rd) 

($300). 

Underground you can use your swim shoes to find another piece of treasure.  

 



End of V.55124 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Photo, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit) 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.57011 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Photo, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit) 

At the start of this update, you will get a call from Kimberly.  

Head over to Channel 4 News Build, up on the second floor meet Kimberly in the room next to 

her dressing room.  

Now head to Wilkes Mansion and make your way toward the back door, along the way you can 

find Mace Head and A Scroll for Mace. (See photos below) 

 



 

Now head out the back door to meet Diana. Diana will give you the Dark Chapel Room Key. 

Head to The Shop to buy some Glue ($100), you will run into Carol as you approach The Shop.  

Once you have the glue, you can angle craft Mace.  

Now head back to Wilkes Mansion and out the back, head East to the Dark Chapel.  

Use the Dark Chapel Room Key on the door to open it.  

After knocking out the monster, hit the button.  

 



Now head toward the door, the trap will spring.  

Climb back up the ladder and leave the Dark Chapel, you will run into Lillian as you attemp to 

leave.  

Scene 84 

Now head over to the Warehouse and find out what happened to Diana.  

Head over to Rays’ Farm and into the house. Head up to the second floor, you hear Hannah in 

Carol room.  

 Scene 85 

Head over to Heather’s Home, bunch of the girls are out front.  

Head out back to the pool.  

Head back inside and check on the pile of clothes that on the sofa, you will find Bathroom Key.  

 

Head up to Heather’s room on the second floor and into her bathroom and you will find Soap 

and another Dumbbell. 



 

Head over to Channel 4 News Building and on the second floor you will see a red button hit it 

and you will find A Scroll for Ant Killer. 

 



 

Head over to Dick’s Grill at the Strip Center. Inside you see another red button, hit it and you 

will find Vinegar. 

 

Over at Rays’ Farm in the kitchen pantry you, click on the shelves and you will find Baking 

Soda. 



 

Head over to The Shop and buy a Basic Container ($100), you can Angel craft Ant Killer.  

Now you can head back to Heather’s Home and out to the pool to kill the ants.  

Scene 86 

Receive Chloe’s Contact Information. 

On the main map, Arianna will give you the end of the update talk.  

Do not forget to buy Chloe’s Outfit ($400) and another Photo (24th) ($300). 

In the Forest head West once and then North to find a Coyote. You can beat the Coyote with 

your Mace and then find a treasure it was protecting.  

By the river behind Rays’ Farm, you can find Chloe’s 1st Chest Key. 

 



Now head down the ladder in the Dark Chapel and you will find and be able to open Chloe’s 1st 

Chest and Receive Chole’s 1st Kamasutra Page Mouth Fun (26th). 

Ad o

 

End of V.57011 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Photo, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit) 

—------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.59012 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 2 Updated Profile, 1 Profile) 

At the start of this update, you receive a few calls. 

Head over to Eve Cathedral and meet the girls.  

Head over to the Strip Center and into The XXX Shop to find Nellie and Diana. Nellie will give 

you Ammo for Machine Gun.  



Back at Eve Cathedral, there is a red glow on top of the cathedral, shoot it with your machine 

gun. You will find an Essence of Strength. 

 

Now, use Angel craft and made a Seed of Strength. Eat the seed of strength and you will gain a 

strength point (5th).  

Now head to the river behind Rays’ Farm and swim up the river.  

 



Break open the two jars, you can push the round rock to get to the second. In the jars, you will 

find a Scroll for a Stun Gun and Titan Shovel Head. 

 

Head to the east, you be behind Wilkes Mansion, you will have to sneak around the cop and not 

get caught by him and into the mansion. Once inside, make your way to the kitchen to find 

Andrea.  

Along the way, you can open a small chest and find a Scroll for a Titan Shovel. 

 



Now finish making your way to the kitchen, you must sneak around another cop.  

Scene 87 

Now head into the underground area of the mansion to Lillian and Kimberly. 

 

After leaving the Wilkes Mansion head to the Warehouse.  

Scene 88 

Head over to the Police Station to see what is going on with Jon.  

Head over to Eve Cathedral, go back behind the cathedral, and push a rock to gain access to a 

new forest area.  



 

Head over to the Warehouse to find Batteries. 

 

Head over to the Police Station to find a High-Voltage Inverter. 

 



 

Now head over to Wilkes Mansion, you have to sneak in the back again as you did earlier. Once 

inside, make your way to the Rift Room. 

Light the barrel of wood on fire to find Nails. 

 



Head to The Shop to buy some Glue ($100), you can also buy the upgraded version of Chloe 

Profile ($1,000).  

Now you can use Angel Craft to make a Stun Gun.  

Make your way back to where the gator is. You will use the Stun Gun on the water.  

You will find another Artifact Segment. 

Head inside Eve Cathedral and to the chapel area to find Judy and Heather.  

Scene 89 

Back on the main up, Arianna will give you the end of the update chat.  

Head over to Andrea’s Home to find a metal jar that contains a Titan Shovel Handle. 

 

Inside Even Cathedral there is a chest you can open that contains a Titan Shovel Shaft. 



 

Head to The Shop to buy some more Glue ($100). You can now use Angel Craft to craft the 

Titan Shovel. 

Head to the Apartment and near the car to the left. You will shock a carjacker, he will drop a 

load of money and Judy’s 3rd Chest Key.  

 

 



 

Now swim up the river behind Rays’ Farm again to find and open Judy’s 3rd Chest, and you 

will Receive Judy’s 3rd Kamasutra Page Anal (27th). 

 

 



At the Condos, you can find Melissa’s Profile. 

 

You can now head back to The Shop and buy Melissa’s updated profile ($1000).  

End of V.59012 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 2 Updated Profile, 1 Profile) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.61021 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile) 

At the start of this update head over to the Police Station.  

After talking to Erica in the parking lot, head back inside the Police Station and head to the west 

once. Click on the plug near the gym door to use your stun gun on it.  



 

Once the power is out you will have to a few seconds to click your way through the hallway to 

sneak past the officer. 

 



Once in the next room, you must sneak past another officer and make it to the door without 

getting seen.  

 

After talking to the goon in the interrogation room, make your way to the Channel 4 Building 

and meet Kimberly on the second floor.  

Head to Kimberly’s dressing room and change your clothes (by trying to enter the door that says 

On Air).  

Scene 90 

After Kimberly and Melissa leave, you find Studio Key.  



 

Now, head over to Eve Cathedral to meet up with Erica.  

After talking to everyone make your way to the library. Before you go in read the note that says 

Row 1 – Book 12.  

 



After leaving the library, make your way up to the attic of the cathedral where the window 

overlooks the forest, and find Chloe and Erica.  

After talking to them, make your way to where the offering bowl is. You will see a small you can 

open to find some Nails. You can also push the barrels around to find an Attic Box Key Half, 

you can also find a Egg.  

 

Back in the library, click on the books and check Row 1 – Book 12, you will find a Scroll for a 

Snake Trap.  

 



In Brain’s bedroom, you will find another note that says check book 98.  

Head back to the Library and check Row 2 – Book 98, you will find another Attic Box Key 

Half.  

Head to The Shop and buy some Glue to combine the two key halves to make the Attic Box 

Key.   

After combing the key. Buy some more Glue, Empty Box, and a Basic Container.  

Now, head back to Eve Cathedral to open the Attic Box and find the Reliquiae. 

 

 Scene 91 

Now head to Rays’ Farm and check on Ella and Hannah.  

Leave the house and head North to the Corn Fields.  

Use AngelCraft to make the Snake Trap.  

Click your way through the field to get to the Corn, you will use the trap on the snake, Snake in 

a Box.  



 

Once you have the Corn, show it to the girls.  

Scene 92 

In Channel 4 News Building there a note that says 1-88.  

 

At the Library in Eve Cathedral check Row 1 – Book 88 to find Melissa’s 2nd Chest Key. 



Now you can open Melissa’s 2nd Chest and Receive Melissa’s 2nd Kamasutra Page (28th) 

Pussy Sex. 

 

In the Audio room at Channel 4 you can find Kimberly’s Profile, (do not forget to update it at 

The Shop, $1,000). 

 

In the interrogation room there is a note that mentions Row 2 – Book 78.  



 

Back at the library check Row 2 – Book 78, you will find a Old Book.  

End of V.61021 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.63022 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile, 1 Intel Point) 

At the start of this update, you should have three Old Books. Go to Eve Cathedral and get an 

Essence of Intelligence by offering the right item to the Offering plate in the Cathedral. (Check 

at the start of this guide for the items that give you an Essence of Intelligence.) 



 

 

You can now Angel Craft a Seed of Knowledge. Once you have the seed, eat it. You will gain an 

Intelligence point. (Should be at 6 now). 

Now head over to Rays’ Farm, in the house check to see if dinner is done yet.  

Go into the barn and put the baby goat into the pin. On your way out check the hay stack, you 

will find Truck Key. 

 



Now leave the barn. 

Enter the truck near the back , you will use the truck to take out the goon.  

 

After talking to everyone and finding out a interesting fact. Head North twice and pick up the 

Aloe Plant.  

 



Head over to The Shop, you see a lady with a dog. Give her the bubble gum you have. It will 

help the dog to eat. She will give you Penicillin in return.  

Now head to the Channel 4 News Building. In the main studio, you will see a small chest that 

you pick open with your lock pick. You will find a Scroll for Antibiotic Cream. 

 

Head to The Shop and buy a Basic Container ($100).  

Head to Even Cathedral and use the Offer Plate again to get the Essence of Medicine. 

Now you can Angel Craft the Antibiotic Cream. Once you have it, take it to heal your leg. 

Now that your leg is healed, head over to Andrea’s Home to meet with her.  

Scene 93 

After the scene, release the snake you have in the box by clicking on the path near the bottom. 

The snake will eat the rat. Once it does, click on the path on the east wall, and you will grab the 

Kitchen Key.  



 

Leave the dining room and head to the East. Then use the kitchen key on the door to enter the 

kitchen. Click on the blue sparkle. You will find a Fuse.  

 

Leave Andrea’s Home and head over to Heather’s Home to check on the girls.  



You and Judy will head back to your house. The power will go out. Go outside and click on the 

power box in your front yard to fix it.  

 

Once you fix it, head back inside and up to the bedroom.  

Scene 94 

Head over to Eve Cathedral and to the library to find Solomon.  

The front door of Wilkes Mansion is blocked by goons now, enter the balcony and then exit to 

come out the other side of it. Once on the other side keep going west.  

 



You will see a red button, hit it and then enter the door.  

 

In the room there is a stone boulder, push the boulder to the pressure plate, to unlock a hidden 

passage.  

Left twice, Down four, then left three times. The boulder will be on the pressure plate now and 

the passage will open.  

 



Now go back the same way you came and go tell the other about the hidden passage.  

You will get caught and put into a another room with Henry and Diana. You and Erica will be 

taken to see Lillian.  

 Scene 95 

Everyone will escape Wilkes Mansion and end up back at Even Cathedral.  

On the main map, Arianna will give you the end of the update chat.  

At the Warehouse, you can find, Nellie’s Profile. (After finding it, you can go to The Shop and 

buy the upgraded version of it ($1,000). 

 

Now head over to Wilkes Mansion (You have to enter through the back, by swimming up the 

river behind Rays’ Farm.) Head down to the Rift room to find, Andrea’s 2nd Chest Key. 



 

Now head to the room where you held early. By heading up the left set of stairs.  

 

 



Hit the red button to enter the room.  

 

In the room you find and open Andrea’s 2nd Chest and Receive Andrea’s 2nd Kamasutra 

Page Pussy Sex (29th). 

 



End of V.63022 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile, 1 Intel Point) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.65031 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit, 1 Photo, 1 Profile 

Upgrade) 

At the start of this update, you will go back home and go to bed. Waking up the next morning. (If 

you saved and are in your house when you load your game, go for a walk to the main map.)  

Head to the Police Station and go see Andrea in her office on the second floor of the station.  

After talking to Andrea, head to Eve Cathedral to speak with Father Solomon.  

Leave Even Cathedral, you will bump into Andrea as you leave.  

Now head to the chapel area to find Carol and some others.  

After heather and Hannah walk off, follow Carol and Chloe up to the attic on the left side.  

Go to Judy’s room within Eve Cathedral and take the hidden stairs to the underground to find 

Chloe and Carol.  

Carol and Chloe found something, they will give you Cellar Box Key Half. 

You now need to head to Ella Apartment, but as you leave Eve Cathedral, you will get a phone 

call.  

There are two metal jars in Ella Apartment, in one you will find a Dumbbell. 



 

In the other you will find a Scroll for a Flamethrower. 

 

Head to The Shop, buy some Glue ($100), Basic Container ($100), and the Siphon ($3,500).  



As you are leaving The Shop, click on the Blue Car to siphon the Gasoline out of the tank.  

 

Head over to the Warehouse to find the Compressor. 

 



You can now use Angelcraft to make the Flamethrower.  

Now head back to Eve Cathedral, and head up the stairs on the right side within the chapel area. 

Upon entering the area, you will use the flamethrower to kill some bugs.  

 

After killing the bugs in this area, you can pick up the follow items, Crucifix, Demon Feather, 

and Cellar Box Key Half.  

 



You can now make the Cellar Box Key. 

Go back down to the underground where Carol and Chloe were and open the box.  

 

You will find old Porn Magazines in the box.  

Scene 96 

From here head West once and cross the water to kill some more bugs.  

 



After killing the bugs walk to the next area and find a Gold Idol. 

 

From here leave the underground area and back up into Judy’s room. Upon leaving Judy’s room, 

you will run into Judy.  

Go behind Eve Cathedral and into the forest area to find Heather.  

 

You and Heather will head West to look for Hannah.  



In this area, you can find a Demon Fang. Also, by clicking on the little animal you find a hidden 

path. Use this path to get behind the Propane Tank and push it up till it is next to the wood. 

Once it is positioned you can blow it up, clearing the path North.  

 

Once the path is clear, you and Heather will head North and find Hannah and the gator.  

Scene 97 

Receive Heather’s Contact Information. 

After the scene you be behind Eve Cathedral, head back into the forest area behind Eve 

Cathedral and you will find another Crucifix and a Demon Horn. 



 

 

Now leave Eve Cathedral and head to the Wilkes Mansion.  

After Andrea and Duncan leave you and Kimberly will go under Wilkes Mansion to the rift area.  

You already have the three Demon parts needed, simply place them on the three glowing areas.  

 



You can Kimberly will head to the Rift room to see if it opened.  

Scene 98 

After the scene you and Andrea will back upstairs. After talking to Andrea and she walks off, 

you can pick up the Demon Fang again.  

 

Head to the main entrance of Wilkes Mansion to find the Demon Horn.  

 



Head up the stairs on the left and go west twice and you find the Demon Farther. (You have to 

time it right when the goon has he back to you in order to pick it up.) 

 

 

Once you have all three pieces again, head back under the mansion and place the three items on 

the altars like you just did. Once you have and the rift is open again, go back into Hell and you 

will find Heather’s 1st Chest Key. 

 



Now leave Wilkes Mansion, on the main map Arianna will shop up and give the end of update 

chat.  

Now head to the forest area where Hannah and the gator were, you will find and be able to open 

Heather’s 1st Chest and Receive Heather’s 1st Kamasutra Page Oral Pleasure (30h). 

 

You can now buy Heather’s outfit ($400), Photo (25th) ($300), and upgrade Heather’s profile 

($1,000) at The Shop.  

Head to the Dark Chapel that is behind Wilkes Mansion to the East. Inside by the ladder, you can 

find another Crucifix.  



 

End of V.65031 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Booty Call, 1 Outfit, 1 Photo, 1 Profile 

Upgrade) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.67033 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile, 1 Upgrade for Profile) 

At the start of this update, you will receive a call from Melissa.  

Head to the Police Station, and you will meet Melissa and Bobby in the lobby. Bobby and you 

will head to the gun range.  

Leave the shooting range and head to the Warehouse. At the Warehouse, you will kill some bugs 

and find the Dimmer Circuit. 



 

Head back to the Police Station and into the men’s locker room, install the Dimmer Circuit.  

 

After the Dimmer Circuit is installed, head back to the shooting range and pick up the gun. The 

target is now moving slower. Shoot the target three times in a row to pass Bobby’s test. While in 



the shooting range, shoot the plug on the right side (this will start a fire in the men’s room for 

later).  

 

Once you shoot the target three times in a row and leave the range and the gym, you will bump 

into Melissa.  

Head to The Shop and buy a Basic Container ($100). Now head to Eve Cathedral and fill it with 

water from the fountain, you now have Holy Water.  

 



Leave Eve Cathedral and enter the Forest. Once in the forest, go West once then North once. 

You find another Crucifix. 

 

Now head to Wilkes Mansion, out in the back you find another Crucifix.  

 



You should now have five Crucifixes. 

Head to Eve Cathedral and into the library and talk to Solomon. He will give you Blessed 

Crucifixes. You and Judy will leave the library, outside the library talk to Judy, she will now 

follow you. Below are the five locations within Eve Cathedral where to place the Crucifixes.  

 



 

 



 

 

After you hang the final crucifix, you and Judy will head back to the library and meet up with 

everyone.  

Before you leave Eve Cathedral to head to the mansion, head back to the library and talk to Judy.  



After checking on Judy in the bathroom, head back to the library again to talk to Melissa. After 

talking to Melissa go check on Judy in the bathroom again.  

Scene 100 (you did not miss one).  

 Melissa will give you the Toilet Paper.  

Head to Wilkes Mansion now, you will meet Nellie inside. 

Scene 99 

Nellie will now take you to meet with Duncan.  

After talking with Duncan, you can head down under the mansion. You will meet up with 

Solomon and Tasha.  

Before you follow Solomon and Tasha head to the West and open the small chest. You will find 

a Scroll for the Hellfire Extinguisher. 

 

Leave the underground and head to Andrea’s Home. On the way to the kitchen, notice the 

number on the wall. 9112. 



 

Make your way to the Kitchen now and open the safe with the code 9112, you find Baking Soda 

& Vinegar. 

 



You will need to go to The Shop and buy another Basic Container ($100) and fill it will water 

from Eve Cathedral to create more Holy Water. You can now use Angel Craft and create the 

Hellfire Extinguisher. 

Once you craft the Hellfire Extinguisher, head back under the Wilkes Mansion to the rift area 

and meet will Solomon and Tasha.  

Use the Hellfire Extinguisher on the flames in Hell.  

 

Scene 101 

After the scene, you and Solomon will head back to Eve Cathedral and talk to everyone. Then 

you take Kimberly back to the Channel 4 News Building.  

As you leave the Channel 4 News Building and onto the main map, Arianna will chat with you 

for the end of the update.  

Now head to the Men’s locker room in the gym of the Police Station. You can now use the 

Hellfire Extinguisher to put out the fire and find Chloe’s 2nd Chest Key. 



 

Now head to Wilkes Mansion, head to where you met with Duncan early. You will find and open 

Chloe’s 2nd Chest and Receive Chloe’s 2nd Kamasutra Page Pussy Sex (31h). 

 



Also in Wilkes Mansion, in the room where you fucked Nellie and Ella, you can find Ella’s 

Profile. 

 

After you get Ella’s Profile, you can go to The Shop and buy the upgraded version of it ($1,000). 

End of V.67033 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile, 1 Upgrade for Profile) 

 

V.69041 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Pag, 1 Profile, 1 Upgrade for Profile) 

At the start of this update head over to The Shop to find Larry outside, setting off fireworks. Talk 

to him. Give him the Porn Magazines in exchange for the Fireworks.  

Now head over to the Apartments to siphon more Gasoline out of another car.  



 

Now head into the Forest, go West once, then North. Use the Gasoline and Fireworks to blow up 

another dam that is blocking the way.  

 

You will find a puzzle that needs to be solved, but you need help.  



Head over to Eve Cathedral, and out back you will find Chloe and Hannah playing soccer.  

Chloe and Hannah will each stand on one of the pegs, you need to push the rock onto one of the 

other two pegs and you stand on the last one. You can also find a Church Key as well.  

 

 Scene 102 

After Chloe and Hannah leave, pick up the King Idol.  

Head over to the Warehouse and talk to Jon, sell him the King Idol.  

After talking to Jon and selling him the King Idol, head down into the bunker, you will find a 

Unknown House Key.  



 

Head over to Andera’s Home, use the Unknown House to open up the door pictured below.  

 

In the new room you will find an Unknown Amulet.  



 

Leave Andera’s Home and head back to Eve Cathedral, you will run into Solomon as you enter. 

He will tell you that Erica is missing. You will call and she will tell you that she went to Channel 

4 News Building to look for Kimberly.  

Go inside Eve Cathedral and up to the second floor where the T.V. is to find Heather and Carol.  

Heather will run off, follow her and talk to her again. She is standing outside Solomon’s 

bedroom in the hallway.  

Scene 103 

Now head back to the second floor of Eve Cathedral and open the door pictured below with the 

Church Key you found early.  



 

You will find a Torn Page, also take note of the roman numerals on the wall.  

 

Head to the Library in Eve Cathedral, enter 2-21 to find a Scroll for Zephaniah’s Last Letter.  



In Solomon’s bathroom, you can find another Torn Page.  

 

In the Chapel, you can use your Boomerang to find the third and last Torn Page.  

 



Head to The Shop and buy some Glue ($100), you can now use Angel Craft and Craft 

Zephaniah’s Last Letter. 

Now, read the letter.  

Before you leave The Shop, buy another thing of Glue ($100), for later.  

Now head back to Eve Cathedral and to the library, show the letter to Solomon.  

Head over to the Channel four news building, talk to Erica, she is in the lobby.  

Head up to the second floor and talk to Paul.  

Head into Kimberly’s dressing room, you will find Erica’s Maid Uniform and a Security Card.  

 

Go back to the first floor and head East, you will see a red button, use the security card you just 

found to gain access to the room.  



 

Head over to Andrea’s Home, to find Erica and Kimberly talking to Andrea. 

Scene 104 

You and Erica will leave Andrea’s home.  

Back on the main map, Arianna will show for the end of update chat.  

Head back to the Channel Four News building, talk to the NPC pictured below, give him the 

Maid Uniform and the Disguise, in exchange he will give you Chest Key Back Half and Chest 

Key Front Half. Use the Glue you have to craft Kimberly’s 3rd Chest Key. You can also find 

Erica’s Profile. You can now buy her upgraded profile at The Shop for $1,000 as well.  



 

Head back to Eve Cathedral where you will find and open Kimberly’s 3rd Chest and Receive 

Kimberly’s 3rd Kamasutra Page Anal Sex (32nd). 

 

 



End of V.69041 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Pag, 1 Profile, 1 Upgrade for Profile) 

 

V.71043 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Pag, 1 Profile, 1 Upgrade for Profile) 

At the start of this update, you will get a call from Melissa.  

Head to the XXX Porn shop to talk to Tasha.  

Talk to Alia, she will give you clues as to where the lost books are.  

Head next door to Dick’s Grill and go into the kitchen (door at top left). You can help fix the 

kitchen. Put out the fires, use your boomerang to find Rhodamine, and fix the sink. Once you fix 

the sink and put out the fires the guy will move forward and then you be able to pick up 

Fluorescein, and lastly pick up the 1st Dropped Book that Alia lost.  

 



Next, head to The Shop, and you will find the 2nd Dropped Book, which Alia lost.  

 

While you’re here, buy some Glue ($100) and a Basic Container ($100) (for later).  

Next, Head to the Dock where you will find the 3rd Dropped Book, which Alia lost.  

 



Once, you have all three Dropped Books, head back to the XXX Porn Shop to talk to Tasha and 

Alia.  

Now head over to Eve Cathedral. 

Scene 105 

Now head over to the Police Station, before going inside you can get more Gasoline, from the 

black car that is parked outside.  

 

Head inside the Police Station.  

Head over to the Warehouse to find the henchmen talking to Jonathan. 

Follow the henchmen into the bunker, you will see a jar you can break open and find a Scroll for 

a Fingerprint Lift Kit.  



 

Head back to the Police Station. Head to the West, you will need to turn the lights off to sneak 

past the cop. Shock the outlet to turn off the lights.  

 

Once the lights are out, click your way past the cop. 



Once you’re past the cop, you will find the UV Flashlight. Don’t get caught though.  

 

You can now AngelCraft the Fingerprint Lift Kit.  

Head back into the bunker through the Warehouse, you will see a metal cabinet. Move it aside to 

find a hidden keypad.  

 



Click the keypad, you will see some fingerprints on it. The code is 2780.  

Go through the door and to the West, you will run into Ella.  

Scene 106 

Now, leave out of the back of the Wilkes Mansion. You will see some footprints leading into the 

trees. Follow them and you will find Chest Key Front Half. 

 

 

Head back into the bunker the way you come from and you will find Andera’s Profile. (Don’t 

forget to buy the updated version of it from The Shop $1,000).  



 

You can also move the TNT Barrel in the bunker to create another shortcut to get around.  

 

Now you can head to Melissa’s Condo to talk to her.  



Head to the Warehouse and buy the Defrost Timer, Condenser Fan, Blower Wheel, and 

Handle Set from Jon’s Junk Box.  

 

Head back to Melissa’s Condo and use the Defrost Timer, Blower Wheel, and Handle set to fix 

refrigerator, dryer, and sink.  

 

Once the items are fixed, head back out to the living room to talk to Melissa. 



Scene 107 

You and Melissa with head over to Channel 4, to check on Kimberly and Erica.  

After that, on the main map, Arianna will show up and give you the end of the update talk.  

At the Apartments, you can help a lady fix her car with the Condenser Fan you have. In 

exchange for helping her, she will give you a Chest Key Back Half.  

 

You can now make Andrea’s 3rd Chest Key. 

Head back down to the Bunker where you will find and open Andrea’s 3rd Chest and Receive 

Andrea’s 3rd Kamasutra Page Anal Sex (33rd). 



 

End of V.71043 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Pag, 1 Profile, 1 Upgrade for Profile) 

 

 

V.73051 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Pag, 1 Profile, 1 Upgrade for Profile) 

At the start of this update head over to Eve Cathedral and meet Melissa.  

You, Melissa, and Solomon will be in the bunker now.  

You will see a bug move toward the wall, click in the general direction until you find the 

Bunker Key. 

 



 

From this room head to the East and exit the bunker by taking the stairs up. As you exit the 

bunker head West, you should be in the area that looks like the photo below.  

Follow the footstep into the rock, you will find a Scroll for a Thermite Grenade. 

 



From here head back the way and make your way to the area below, enter the door.  

 

You will see a TNT barrel, move the TNT barrel to the other barrels, and they will blow up. Also 

step on the blue pressure plate.  

 



Head North, you will now be in the same room as Melissa and Solomon but on the other side. In 

this room step on the blue Pressure plate, as well blow the TNT Barrel and pick up the 

Powdered Aluminum. 

 

Follow Melissa and Solomon.  

You will eventually end up below the Wilkes Mansion.  

Scene 108 

You will be in the rift room and gain control again.  

Leave the Wilkes Mansion and head back to Eve Cathedral, in the main lobby area of the 

Cathedral you will find Hannah’s Clothes. 



 

Make your way to the library and you will find Zephaniah’s Journal. 

Outside of Judy’s room you will find Carol’s Clothes 

 



Enter the caves using the tunnel in Judy’s room, you will find Heather’s Clothes. 

 

Follow the path to the West and will find Chloe’s Clothes. 

 



From here head South. You will see more footprints, follow them into the rocks and find Iron 

Oxide. 

 

From here head back to the bunker to the area in the photo below. (Easiest way is to enter the 

bunker from the Warehouse). 

Once again follow the footsteps into the wall until you find a Used Rag.  

 



Now you will need to head to The Shop and buy some Grease ($100). 

You now have all the needed items to craft the Thermite Grenade. 

Now, head back into the Caves to where you saw the swinging metal platform.  

Move to the top of the steps and you will use the Thermite Grenade to make the platform fall, 

creating a walkway.  

 

Cross the walkway and you will find the girls.  

Scene 109 

Afterward, head to the Rift room and give Zephaniah’s Journal to Solomon. 

Head up into the mansion, take the stairs to the left, and into the room not guarded by goons. 

You will find the First of Lillian’s Hair. 



 

Head to the room where the secret pathway was in the Mansion and find the Second of Lillian’s 

Hair. 

 



From here exit the room and go West, the room to the left is where you will find the Third of 

Lillian’s Hair. 

 

Once you have all three hairs, head below the Mansion and place the three hair on the areas to 

open the rift like you done before.  

 

Now head to the Rift.  



Scene 110 

Afterward, you will take Judy to the Police Station. Once on the main map, Arianna will show up 

for the end of the update chat.  

Head back into the bunker to the room where there is a small arrow on the floor, walk into the 

wall, and click around near the top you will eventually find Heather’s 2nd Chest Key. 

 

In the caves where the sex scene was you find and open Heather’s 2nd Chest and Receive 

Heather’s 2nd Kamasutra Page Pussy Sex (34th). 



 

In the Wilkes Mansion, head to the dining room. Take the secret path near the south side of the 

room to find Lillian’s Profile.  

 

Once you have it, don’t forget to go buy the updated version of it at The Shop ($1,000).  



End of V.73051 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Pag, 1 Profile, 1 Upgrade for Profile) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.75052 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Pag, 2 Photos) 

At the start of this update head to the Warehouse and talk to Jon and the girls that you left there.  

Head to the Police Stations, and you will see David walking toward the gym. Follow him into the 

Gym. You will find out that Judy locked herself in the lady’s room.  

Next, you will need to make your way to the room below. You will need to take out the lights 

like you have done in the past a couple of times before. In the room you will find a Bagged 

Lunch. 

 



Now, head up to the second floor of the Police Station and to the West. You will see a man with 

a green marker above him.  

 

He will give you a Pencil in exchange for the Bagged Lunch.  

Head to The Shop now and buy some Glue ($100), you can also buy Photos 26 and 27 ($2,000 

each) These photos are part together to form one photo with two girls.  

Now head back to the Police Station and up to the second floor and to the West again. You can 

use the Pencil and Glue to unlock the door pictured below.

 



Inside, you will find the Fingerprint Lock and also pick up Chest Key Front Half. 

 

Head to the Warehouse and give Jon the Fingerprint Lock.  

Now head over to Eve Cathedral and up to the second floor, enter the room by the T.V. and you 

will find a note that says to look up a book located at 3-88.  

 



Head to the library you will talk to Henry and Erica. After talking to them, look up book 3-88. 

You will find the Book of Genesis. 

Scene 111 

Now head to Andera’s Home. You will find Jon there. 

Head over to the Wilkes Mansion, down to the Rift room. You will find Solomon there.  

Once you’re in Hell look around for Hell Boots.  

One can be found here.

 

And the second here.  



 

Once you have both, you can reach the switch.  

 

After flipping the switch, go back to Ella. A path will open to the West. Follow it.  

You will come to a room with a puzzle.  

 



To solve this puzzle, move the rocks to the two pressure plates near the West side of the screen. 

Once they are on them, stand on the pressure plate near the top of the screen, until Ella walks 

over to you. Once she is there move out of the way, she should step onto the 3rd pressure plate. 

Finally, you go stand on the 4th is located by the pillar.  

After it is done it should look like this. (Minus you on the 4th)

 



Step on the 4th pressure plate.  

Scene 112 

You will now be at the Channel 4 news building.  

Head to the Police Station again, up to the second floor, and into Andera’s Office to the East.  

You will find a Locker Room Key.  

 

Head to the Female Bathroom in the Gym of the station to unlock it and find Judy.  

Scene 113 

After, on the main map Arianna will show up for the end of the update chat.  

Back in the Police Station on the second floor you can enter the wall by a cone and find Chest 

Key Back Half. 



 

You can now combine the two halves to make Chloe’s 3rd Chest Key. 

Now head back into Hell where you can find and open Chloe’s 3rd Chest and Receive Chloe’s 

3rd Kamasutra Page Anal Sex (35th). 

 



End of V.75052 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Pag, 2 Photos) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.77061 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Pag, 2 Photos) 

At the start of this update head over to the Channel 4 News Building and talk to Solomon, he is 

in the main studio.  

Scene 114 (Nonsexual) 

Make your way to Eve Cathedral, you will chat with more of the girls as you enter. Head into 

Judy’s bedroom and into the cave below. Head to the bunker, head to the ladder that brings you 

up into the Dark Chapel.  

 

Head up and meet Diana and Henry behind the Wilkes Mansion.  



Now you will need to find two more ladder segments, the first can be found in the bunker.  

 

The second can be found at Rays’ Farm, in Hannah’s room.  

 

Once you have both segments make your way back to Diana. Henry, and Arianna.  



You will need to buy something from Jon’s Junk Box at the Warehouse to move the statue out of 

your way. Make your way to the Warehouse and buy the Motor Pulley, you should already have 

Gasoline (if not look back in the guide to see where you can find some) that is needed as well.  

Once you have both items, head back to Wilkes Mansion through the bunker and Dark Chapel. 

Follow the path on the ground, you find a machine. Fix the machine that will move the statue out 

of your way.  

 

Once you fix it head back to where Henry, Diana, and Arianna are.  

Scene 115 

You will be at the Police Station after the scene. Once you are free, head to the warehouse.  

Most everybody will be at Even Cathedral now.  

Once you can move around again, head up to the attic of the cathedral (left side), you will find 

Chloe and Hannah.  

Scene 116 



After the scene, you will talk to Arianna for the end of the update chat.  

Head to The Shop where you can buy Photos 28 and 29 ($2,000 each) and buy some glue as 

well ($100).  

Next, buy a Nut and Bolts set from Jon’s Junk Box. Head to the Police Station and help the guy 

out with car trouble. He will give you a Chest Key Front Half, 

 

Now head to Wilkes Mansion, to the area below where you will find Chest Key Back Half. 

 



Once you have both, you can make Melissa’s 3rd Chest Key. 

Now you can go to Wilkes Mansion to find and open Melissa’s 3rd Chest and Receive Melissa’s 

3rd Kamasutra Page Anal Sex (36th). 

 

End of V.77061 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Pag, 2 Photos) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.79062 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 2 Photos, 1 Gargoyle) 



At the start of this update, you will need to get inside somewhere to receive a call.  

Head over to Wilkes Mansion to meet with Bobby, Nellie, Ella, and Arianna. You will find Judy 

and Kimberly.  

Scene 117 

After the scene, go back into the room that you just came out of, you will find a Master Key.  

 

This key unlocks the rest of the rooms in Wilkes Mansion.  

Next, you will need to check all the new rooms you now have access to. (All the Green doors).  



 

Check each of the new rooms and you will find the following.  

Gasoline  

 



Useless Key (1) 

 

Scroll for Miner’s Tool, (Also notice the chest for later one).  

 



Pull the handle, Treasure Map, Demon’s Offering Coin (1).  

 

Demon’s Offering Coin (2).  

 

 



Scroll for Chest Key  

 

 Use the Gasoline you found in one of the rooms to active the machine.  

 



If you do the above step the handle here will activate the Gargoyle (8th). Also, cut down the 

bushes to find Useless Key (2) 

 

Useless Kay (3). Notice the three demon looking chests for later.  

 



Before you leave Wilkes Mansion head back to the room where the number 8 was.  

 

You will find a Key Mold. 

 



Now head back to Eve Cathedral and talk to Henry and Diana.  

After talking to everyone, head down into the caves using the tunnel in Judy’s room.  

Make your way to here. 

 

To find Pickaxe Head. 

 



Next, make your way to this area of the caves.  

.  

 

You will find Useless Key (4) and a King Idol. 

 

Next, make your way to this area of the caves.  



 

You will find the Mining Shovel Head. 

 

Now head up the set of stairs until you are in the treasure room below the steps of Wilkes 

Mansion.  



You will find a Devil’s Container and Hercules Grip. 

 

Next, you will need to head to The Shop to buy some things. You will need a lot of money. So, 

make a pit stop at the Warehouse and sell some stuff to Jonathan if you need to.  

Buy the Miner’s Shaft ($12,000), you can also buy Photos (30 & 31) ($2,000) a piece. 

 



You should have all the items needed for Angel crafting the Miner’s Tool.  

You will now need to find three Relics; they are located in the following places. 

First Relic.  

 

Second Relic  

 



Third Relic 

 

While you are walking around Eve Cathedral, you can swing by the following room and pick up 

another Useless Key (5).  

 



Now that you have all three of the Relics, go to Arianna in the chapel and give her the right one. 

Which is this one.  

 

Scene 118 

Now head to Wilkes Mansion you will meet Melissa and Bobby in the entrance.  

Head down to the Rift room and talk to Nellie and Ella.  

Head to the Master bedroom where the Demon-looking chests were earlier. Enter the wall and 

click around, eventually, you will find a Scroll for Hell Key. 

 



Make your way to the first restroom in Wilkes Mansion, located here.  

 

You will find a Devil’s Container (2). 

 



Make your way to the East Courtyard and talk to Henry. Located here.  

 

 Click on the statue and you will grab a Demon Offering Coin (3).  

 



Go talk to Ella, she is in the entrance to Wilkes Mansion. Send her to the Bunk Room. Follow 

her to the Bunk Room, located here.  

 

Talk to Ella and she will grab the chest.  

You will open the chest and find a Devil’s Container (3).  

Head to Eve Cathedral and up to the attic on the right side to the offering plate. 

Offer all three of your Demon Offering Coins, you will receive Unholy Metal (3) for each of the 

coins.  

Once you have three Unholy Metals, fill your three Devil’s Containers with water from the 

fountain in the lobby of Eve Cathedral.  



 

You will not have Unholy Water (3). 

Now head to Wilkes and down toward the Rift. You will find three hell fires that you can put and 

gather Unholy Ashes.  

 



 

You should now have three Unholy Ashes.  

Now use Angel Craft to make three Hell Keys.  

Make your way back to the Master Bedroom and open the three Hell Chests, you will find all the 

Amulets of Shmine, Hamalos and Kimpet. 

 



Once you have all three, leave the bedroom, and you will find Bobby and Melissa.  

You will make your back to Eve Cathedral and tell Solomon you found the Amulets.  

Scene 119 

You will now be talking to Solomon and Tasha; Tasha will give you a Scroll for a Lasso Gun.  

As you leave the cathedral library, Arianna will talk to you about Erica.  

Use Angel Craft to make Heather’s 3rd Chest Key.  

Make your way to Wilkes Mansion and to the East Courtyard where you find and open 

Heather’s 3rd Chest and Receive Heather’s 3rd Kamasutra Page Anal Sex (37th). 

 

 

End of V.79062 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 2 Photos, 1 Gargoyle) 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.81071 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 2 Photos,) 

At the start of this update head over to the Warehouse and talk to Jonathan.  

Jonathan will give you the Scroll for the Detonator. 

Head over to Dick’s Grill and buy an Energy Drink ($1,000). These drinks will give you more 

time to swim in the lake.  

Now head over to the Dock and jump into the lake. Now you will have to search the following 

areas of the lake.  

 

Swim around the lake (This may take a few Energy drinks depending on how fast you can find 

the following items: 



Useless Key  

 

Rope  

 



Lid of Extreme Holiness (2 of them)  

Fishing Weights 

Rusted Handgun (3 of them) 

Fishing Net 

After you find the Useless key in the lake, you should have three of them (2 from the update) you 

can Angel craft Carol’s 4th Chest Key. 

After you have the chest key, you can find and open Carol’s 4th Chest and Receive Carol’s 4th 

Kamasutra Page Anal Sex (38th). 

 

After you found all the items listed above from the lake areas, head back to the Warehouse and 

talk to Jonathan. You will give him the handguns and he will give you the Crossbow. 

After talking to Jonathan, head down the stairs into the bunker until you get to the room pictured 

below.  

 

 



Walk into the wall and to the East, click around the area until you find the Copper Wire. 

 

 

While your down here in the Bunker, you can also find a Chalice. 



 

Head over to Dick’s Grill and into the kitchen, following the steps into the wall and you find a 

Cooking Timer.  

 



Head over to the studio at Channel 4 and you will find a Switch. 

 

In the media room you will find the Battery. 

 



You will now have all the items to Angelcraft the Detonator, you also have the items needed to 

craft the Lasso Gun, as well.  

Head back to the Warehouse and you will talk to Jonathan.  

Head over to Eve Cathedral and to the bathroom next to Solomon’s bedroom, you will find 

another Chalice. 

 

Next, you need to make Holy Water Bombs for Solomon.  

Start by going to The Shop and buying a Basic Container (You will need two but can only hold 

one at a time, so after you fill the one go buy another and do the next step again)  

While at The Shop, you can also buy two Photos (32 and 33) ($2,000). 

Fill the Basic Container with water from the fountain in Eve Cathedral. (Two Times). 

Next, you will need to use the Offering Plate in Eve Cathedral to get two Essence of 

Intelligence. 

You should now have the needed items to make Two Holy Water Bombs. 

Head up to the library and give the Holy Water Bombs to Solomon.  



After talking to Solomon and giving him the Holy Water Bomb, talk to Tasha and give her the 

Lasso Gun.  

You Erica and Solomon will head over to Wilkes Mansion.  

A lot of stuff will happen from here.  

Scene 120 (not really a sex scene) 

Once you have control again, make your way toward the Master bedroom of Wilkes Mansion, 

you will bump into Hannah along the way.  

After talking to Hannah, head into the Master Bedroom of Wilkes Mansion.  

Scene 121 

Now make your way to the bathroom pictured below. 

 

Hannah and Nellie, you step on two pressure plates, take your spot on the 3rd.  



 

You will find Lillian’s Pube.  

Now you must escort the girls out.  

First, take Judy and follow the line below to the hidden door in the wall.  

 

 



 

 



 

Here you find Solomon and Ella.  

You now go back for the next Girl Chloe, again following the path below.  

 



 

 



 

Once Chloe is safe, you will go back for all the other girls.  

Scene 122 (Not really a sex Scene but some nudity)  

You and everyone else will enter the Rift and head up in Hell for Safety, will meet up with an 

old friend from ToN.  

End of V.81071 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 2 Photos,) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.83072 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 2 Photos,) 

At the start of this update make your way toward the Rift portal, along the way stop and put out a 

hellfire in the basement of Wilkes Mansion and pick up Unholy Ashes.  



 

Now enter The Rift and into Hell, make your way West, along the way stop and pick up a 

Devil’s Container.  

 

From here keep heading North. You will find Diana, Henry, and Solomon.  



After talking to them place your Shinto Shrine Bells on the two towers on either side.  

 

Now head back to where the Rift Portal is and head North.  

Scene 123 

After the scene, you can pick up a Demon’s Offering Coin, you can also find Judy’s 4th Chest 

Key. 

 



Now head back to Earth and to Eve Cathedral, where you will need to fill the Devil’s Container 

with water from the fountain to get Unholy Water. 

 

Next head to the Offering Plate and offer the Demon’s Offering Coin to get Unholy Metal.  

 



Now use AngelCraft to make a Hell Key.  

Now head back to Hell to where Diana and Solomon are and use the Hell Key to unlock the lock.  

 

Once you have control of the MC you will be back on Earth, head south, you find the path is 

blocked and an officer is trapped. 

Head back toward The Rift, you will bump into Lillian.  

A lot will happen from here. 

Scene 124 (Fight Scene)  

Once you have control will be fighting Daemalius. 

To defeat him, due the following but do not step with the red foot prints or Daemalius will kill 

you and you will start this all over again.  



 

1. Push the rock on the right down two times, then left twice, Melissa will help but pushing 

it down into place.  

2. Push the rock on the left down four times, then to the right four time. 

Should look like this.  

 



Now you are going to ring the bell tower on the left until Daemalius is against the left rock, when 

he is, click on Ella, and she will attack him. 

After Ella attacks Daemalius, move to the right bell tower and use it to make Daemalius move to 

the right against the right rock.  

When he is in place, click on Henry, and he will run and grab the box away from Daemalius.  

Now ring the bell tower on the left again until Daemalius is against the left rock again and use 

Ella to attack him again.  

After Ella attacks Daemalius again, click on Bobby to have Bobby shoot Daemalius.  

That should end the fight if you did it correctly.  

A lot more will happen from here, just following along.  

Scene 125 

You will enter Hell and Evie will tell you, you are too early. (End of update) 

While you are in Hell you can find and open Judy’s 4th Chest and Receive Judy’s 4th 

Kamasutra Page Pussy Sex (39th). 

 



You can use Arianna’s portal to get back to Earth. 

 

Since the normal way is blocked, you can climb up the ruins to get back up to the city and do 

stuff until the next update is ready.  

 



Don’t forget to go to The Shop and buy Photos (34 and 35) ($2,000 each).  

End of V.83072 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 2 Photos,) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.84081 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 2 Photos,) 

At the start of this update, you will no longer have access to Oracle for hints as to what to do.  

So, with that being said, make your way to Hell. (If you are out and about, you will need to head 

to Wilkes Mansion and jump back down the rubble to walk through the Rift and back into Hell.)  

 

Once here enter the Rift and back into Hell.  



Once in Hell, head to the South, then East and then North. You will find one piece of the statue.  

 

Once you pick up the piece Henry, Solomon, and Evie will show up.  

You will need to go find the Soul Crystal for Henry.  

Leave Hell and make your way to the Dark Chapel that is in the forest behind the Wilkes 

Mansion.  

Once inside pick up the Soul Crystal.  

 



Once you have the Soul Crystal, return to Hell, and give it to Henry. 

From here a lot will happen, so just sit back, and enjoy the story.  

Scene 126 

You will be outside the Police Station when you regain control.  

Before leaving the Police Station, head back inside. 

Enter the double door to the courtroom.  

 

You can find and pick up Lillan’s 4th Chest Key. 



 

Now, head to Wilkes and talk to Judy, she will be standing outside.  

Two scenes will play back-to-back.  

Scene 127 (The Final Scene of the main story, The Great Orgy) 

And 

Scene 128 (A Teaser of what might be next) 

Side note, from here you can talk to Judy to replay the ending of the main story.  

Now, reenter the Wilkes Mansion and make your way to the master bedroom where the Orgy 

happened. You can find and open Lillian’s 4th Chest and Receive Lillian’s 4th Kamasutra 

Page Anal Sex (40th). 



 

Head to the courtroom and play with the phone.  

 

The judge will come over and tell you to stop, along the way he will drop of money that you can 

pick up.  



 

This will cover the cost of the two Photos (36 and 37) ($2,000) that you can buy in The Shop.  

End of V.84081 

(3 Scenes, 1 KS Page, 2 Photos,) 

Stand by for Bonus Content.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

V.85082 (Bonus Update 1) 

(1 Scene, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile, 1 Extra) 

At the start of this update, start by going to the Apartments. Inside Erica’s apartment, you will 

find Ella’s 4th Chest Key. 



 

At the XXX Shop, you can buy a porn clip of Sofia ($3,500).  

 

Down in Hell, you can find Arianna’s Profile. 



 

Now head over to the Condos. Andrea’s new place after being evicted from her mansion.  

 

Head over to Andrea’s Home, and head to the hot tub room. In the lower-left corner, you can get 

into the side yard where you will find a Bedroom Key.  



 

 

Head back inside to where the cop is standing guard by the hidden room. Enter the hidden room 

to get the cop to follow you.  



 

Once the cop is in the hidden room, you can enter the door.  

 

You can see a roach enter the wall, follow it and you will find a note that has the number 821 on 

it. 



 

Now enter the bedroom.  

 



In the bedroom you will find a safe that once opened with the code 821, you will find a Crypto 

Wallet. You can also find and open Ella’s 4th Chest and Receive Ella’s 4th Kamasutra Page 

Pound Town (41st). 

 

Now you can head back to Andrea at her Condo.  

Bonus Scene 1 

Now open Angel Craft. You can access the puzzle area by going through the portal at the top.  

 



There are four puzzles in this update. These first four puzzles are not that hard, but if you need 

help you can go TDavy’s YouTube Channel where you can see his video solutions to each 

puzzle. The link to his channel is: 

https://www.youtube.com/@TDavyAfterDark 

After you finish these four puzzles, there will be four Angel Feathers at the bottom of the puzzle 

screen.  

 

You can now Angel Craft Arianna’s Bonus Profile using the four Angel Feathers.  

End of V.85082 (Bonus Update 1) 

(1 Scene, 1 KS Page, 1 Profile, 1 Extra) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

https://www.youtube.com/@TDavyAfterDark

